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Explanatory Note

SCOPE

1. This Index, prepared by the Documentation Division of the Dag Hammarskjold Library, United Nations, New York, is intended to offer a bibliographical guide to the proceedings and documentation of the 23rd year of the Security Council as well as of its committees or ad hoc committees which met during the year.

ARRANGEMENT

2. The Index consists of the following parts:

(a) Introduction, including list of the Presidents and check lists of meetings of the Security Council and its committees.

(b) Agenda, with reference to the relevant subject headings used in Part (c).

(c) Subject index. Subjects are arranged alphabetically, with reference to the documentation, discussion, and disposition of each item.

(d) Index to speeches. Speeches and statements by representatives are listed in alphabetical order by country or organization, subdivided by subject discussed and by name of speaker, with an indication of the meeting at which the speech was made. The remarks of the President of the Security Council and of chairmen of committees are normally not indexed. The speeches of chairmen and rapporteurs of committees are included, however, when they presented or explained the reports of their committees to the Council. Statements and speeches made by private individuals representing an organization to which a hearing was granted are listed under the name of the organization. Statements made by officers of the United Nations Secretariat are listed under the name of the Office or Department they represented.

(e) Numerical list of documents, arranged by document symbols. This list also contains information as to the republication of mimeographed documents in the printed fascicles of Supplements to the Official Records.

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS

3. All verbatim records of meetings of the Security Council appear first in provisional mimeographed form. They may be identified by their symbol, which consists of the series symbol (e.g., S/-) as indicated in the introduction (see Check list of meetings), followed by PV and an ordinal number corresponding to that of the meeting (e.g., S/PV.1389). Verbatim records of meetings are later printed as separate fascicles in the Official Records. Committee meeting records are issued only in mimeographed form.

All documents of the Security Council are first issued in mimeographed form. A selected number of them are subsequently printed in the Supplements to the Official Records, where they are arranged chronologically in fascicles, each fascicle covering a quarterly period. Reports are issued individually as numbered Special Supplements. The resolutions and decisions adopted by the Security Council, first issued in mimeographed form, are later collected in a separate fascicle of the Official Records of the year. After their republication in the Official Records, the provisional mimeographed documents are no longer available.

4. Printed documentation of this year of the Security Council may be obtained (or purchased from authorized sales agents) by requesting:

Security Council, Official Records, 23rd year:
Meeting . . . (specify meeting number) for verbatim records fascicles.
Supplement for . . . (specify quarter of year or special supplement no.)
Resolutions . . . (for the collected edition of resolutions adopted during the year)
Abbreviations

Art. Article(s)
chap. chapter(s)
Commn(s) Commission(s)
Cttee(s) Committee(s)
GA General Assembly
GAOR General Assembly Official Records
ISMAC Israel-Syria Mixed Armistice Commission
para., paras. paragraph(s)
res. resolution(s)
SC Security Council
SCOR Security Council Official Records
S-G Secretary-General
sess. session
Suppl. no. supplement number
TC Trusteeship Council
TCOR Trusteeship Council Official Records
UN United Nations
UNFICYP United Nations Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus
UNMO United Nations Military Observers [in the Middle East]
UNRWA United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
United States of America
UNTSO United Nations Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine
USSR Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
# Introduction

## Members and Terms of Office

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Members, 1968</th>
<th>Date of election by the General Assembly</th>
<th>Term of Office</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>11 Nov 1966</td>
<td>1967–1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Permanent member under Art. 23 of the Charter</td>
<td>1967–1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Permanent member under Art. 23 of the Charter</td>
<td>1967–1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>11 Nov 1966</td>
<td>1967–1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A list of representatives and advisors for 1968 is contained in the monthly issues of Permanent Missions to the United Nations (documents ST/SG/SER.A/210-221).

## Rules of Procedure

The Provisional Rules of Procedure of the Security Council (document S/96/Rev.4 – Sales no.: 52.1.18), were in effect during 1968.

## Resolutions and Decisions

Resolutions adopted and decisions taken by the Council during the year 1968, and issued separately in mimeographed form under the Symbol S/RES/-, will be collected in a separate fascicle of the Official Records of the Security Council, 23rd year (See also mimeographed document S/INF/23).

## Checklist of Meetings

(Series symbol: S/PV.-)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Date, 1968</th>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Date, 1968</th>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Date, 1968</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1387</td>
<td>25 Jan</td>
<td>1408</td>
<td>26 Mar</td>
<td>1429</td>
<td>5 Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1388</td>
<td>26 Jan</td>
<td>1409</td>
<td>30 Mar</td>
<td>1430</td>
<td>17 Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1389</td>
<td>27 Jan</td>
<td>1410</td>
<td>1 Apr</td>
<td>1431</td>
<td>18 Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1390</td>
<td>16 Feb</td>
<td>1411</td>
<td>2 Apr</td>
<td>1432</td>
<td>18 Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1391</td>
<td>16 Feb</td>
<td>1412</td>
<td>4 Apr</td>
<td>1433</td>
<td>19 Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1392</td>
<td>19 Feb</td>
<td>1413</td>
<td>18 Apr</td>
<td>1434</td>
<td>5 Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1393</td>
<td>21 Feb</td>
<td>1414</td>
<td>18 Apr</td>
<td>1435</td>
<td>6 Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1394</td>
<td>29 Feb</td>
<td>1415</td>
<td>23 Apr</td>
<td>1436</td>
<td>7 Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1395</td>
<td>4 Mar</td>
<td>1416</td>
<td>27 Apr</td>
<td>1437</td>
<td>9 Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1396</td>
<td>5 Mar</td>
<td>1417</td>
<td>27 Apr</td>
<td>1438</td>
<td>12 Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1397</td>
<td>14 Mar</td>
<td>1418</td>
<td>1 May</td>
<td>1439</td>
<td>15 Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1398</td>
<td>18 Mar</td>
<td>1419</td>
<td>2 May</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>18 Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1399</td>
<td>19 Mar</td>
<td>1420</td>
<td>2 May</td>
<td>1441</td>
<td>21 Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>20 Mar</td>
<td>1421</td>
<td>3 May</td>
<td>1442</td>
<td>22 Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1401</td>
<td>21 Mar</td>
<td>1422</td>
<td>6 May</td>
<td>1443</td>
<td>22 Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1402</td>
<td>21 Mar</td>
<td>1423</td>
<td>6 May</td>
<td>1444</td>
<td>23 Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1403</td>
<td>21 Mar</td>
<td>1424</td>
<td>9 May</td>
<td>1445</td>
<td>24 Aug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1404</td>
<td>22 Mar</td>
<td>1425</td>
<td>20 May</td>
<td>1446</td>
<td>4 Sep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1405</td>
<td>22 Mar</td>
<td>1426</td>
<td>21 May</td>
<td>1447</td>
<td>5 Sep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1406</td>
<td>23 Mar</td>
<td>1427</td>
<td>27 May</td>
<td>1448</td>
<td>8 Sep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1407</td>
<td>24 Mar</td>
<td>1428</td>
<td>29 May</td>
<td>1449</td>
<td>10 Sep</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION

Checklist of Meetings (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Date, 1968</th>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Date, 1968</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1450</td>
<td>11 Sep</td>
<td>1456</td>
<td>1 Nov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1451</td>
<td>11 Sep</td>
<td>1457</td>
<td>4 Nov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1452</td>
<td>18 Sep</td>
<td>1458</td>
<td>6 Nov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1453</td>
<td>20 Sep</td>
<td>1459</td>
<td>10 Dec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1454</td>
<td>27 Sep</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td>29 Dec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*1455</td>
<td>30 Sep</td>
<td>1461</td>
<td>30 Dec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1462</td>
<td>31 Dec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Private.

Ad Hoc Committees

COMMITTEE ESTABLISHED IN PURSUANCE OF SECURITY COUNCIL
RESOLUTION 253 (1968) (Series symbol: S/AC.15/-)

Established at the 1428th meeting, 29 May 1968.
Membership: Algeria, France, India, Paraguay, USSR, United Kingdom, United States.
Chairman: Mr. Parthasarathi (India) for three months up to 31 Dec 1968.
Meetings: All meetings were held in closed session.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meeting</th>
<th>Date, 1968</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>28 Oct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11 Nov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>30 Dec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Agenda

1. The Council's practice is to adopt at each meeting, on the basis of a provisional agenda circulated in advance, the agenda for that particular meeting. At subsequent meetings an item may appear in its original form or with the addition of such sub-items as the Council may decide to include. An item once included in the agenda remains thereafter on the list of matters of which the Council is seized, until the Council agrees to its removal.

2. The agenda as adopted for each meeting in 1968 will be found in the Official Records of the Security Council, 23rd Year, Nos. 1387-1462. A chronological list of matters considered by, or brought to the attention of, the Council during 1968 appears below. A list of weekly summary statements of matters of which the Security Council is seized and on the stage reached in their consideration, submitted by the Secretary-General under Rule 11 of the Provisional Rules of Procedure, appears in the Subject Index under the heading "Security Council: agenda: summary statements".

Chronological list of matters considered by, or brought to the attention of, the Security Council during 1968

NOTE: The words in capital letters following the title of the item, and introduced by the word "See", indicate the subject headings under which the related documentation is listed in the Subject Index.

1. Question relating to Cyprus
   See CYPRUS SITUATION

2. The situation in the Middle East
   See MIDDLE EAST SITUATION

3. Relations between Cambodia and Thailand
   See CAMBODIA and THAILAND

4. The India-Pakistan question
   See INDIA-PAKISTAN QUESTION

5. Relations between Cambodia and the Republic of Viet-Nam
   See CAMBODIA SITUATION

6. Question of South West Africa
   See NAMIBIA QUESTION
   SOUTH WEST AFRICA QUESTION

7. Requests by States not members of the Council to participate in the discussion of a question
   See SECURITY COUNCIL: participation by other than members of the Council

8. Complaint by the United States concerning the seizure of the USS Pueblo by North Korea
   See KOREA (DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC): seizure of USS Pueblo

9. Practice of the Security Council regarding the credentials of its members
   See SECURITY COUNCIL: members: representatives: credentials: review

10. The Korean question
    See KOREAN QUESTION

11. Question concerning the admission of new Members to the United Nations
    See UNITED NATIONS: Members: admission

12. The situation in Southern Rhodesia
    See SOUTHERN RHODESIA: independence: unilateral declaration

13. The situation in Haiti
    See HAITI SITUATION

14. Relations between the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Portugal
    See CONGO (DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC) and PORTUGAL

15. Report on the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands pursuant to the resolution of the Security Council of 7 Mar 1949
    See PACIFIC ISLANDS UNDER UNITED STATES ADMINISTRATION: reports

16. Measures to be taken to safeguard the security of non-nuclear-weapon States in conjunction with their adherence to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
    See NUCLEAR AGGRESSION: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States

17. Question relating to Territories under Portuguese administration
    See TERRITORIES UNDER PORTUGUESE ADMINISTRATION: self-government or independence
AGENDA

18. The situation in Czechoslovakia
   See CZECHOSLOVAK SITUATION

19. The situation in the area of Viet-Nam
   See VIET-NAM SITUATION

20. The policies of apartheid of the Government of the Republic of South Africa
    See SOUTH AFRICA: race problems: apartheid

21. Complaint by Zambia against Portugal
    See PORTUGAL and ZAMBIA
Subject Index

ALGERIA
-- representatives: credentials
Documents
S/8337, S/8351 Secretary-General. Reports

ARAB STATES and ISRAEL
Middle East situation

ATOMIC WEAPONS
-- dissemination: prevention: Treaty on Non-Proliferation
See Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States

BRAZIL
-- representatives: credentials
Documents
S/8363, S/8680, S/8854 Secretary-General. Reports

BULGARIA
-- Security Council, participation in
Documents
S/8762 Bulgaria. Letter, 21 Aug, requesting participation in debate on Czechoslovak situation

CAMBODIA and THAILAND (continued)

See also Cambodia situation
Special Representative of the Secretary-General in Cambodia and Thailand
Documents
S/8332 Cambodia. Letter, 5 Jan, informing of aggressive acts by Cambodian soldiers within Thai territory and territorial waters, 1 Oct – 5 Dec 1967
S/8335 Cambodia. Letter, 10 Jan, informing of a series of aggressive acts by Thai armed forces in Khmer territory, 28 Oct – 10 Dec 1967
S/8420 Secretary-General. Letter, 15 Feb, announcing the termination of the assignment of the Special Representative in Cambodia and Thailand
S/8432 Cambodia. Letter, 28 Feb, informing of aggressive acts and violations of Cambodian territorial waters by Thai armed forces, 19 Jan – 14 Feb
S/8461 Cambodia. Letter, 14 Mar, informing of a series of aggressive acts by Thai armed forces in Khmer territory, 23 Jan – 24 Feb
S/8538 Cambodia. Letter, 8 Apr, informing of incursion and violation of territorial waters of Cambodia by Thai armed forces on 24 Feb and 7 Mar
S/8540 Thailand. Letter, 5 Apr, informing of a series of aggressive acts by Cambodian soldiers against Thai civilians in the border area, 7 Jan – 5 Mar

CAMBODIA and THAILAND

Documents (continued)
S/8573 Cambodia. Letter, 3 May, informing of incursions by Thai forces followed by aggression inside Khmer territory on 31 Mar and 2 Apr
S/8608 Cambodia. Letter, 26 May, informing of incursion and aggressive acts by Thai armed forces in Khmer territory on 10 May
S/8625 Cambodia. Letter, 6 Jun, informing of a series of aggressive acts by Thai armed forces in Cambodian territory, 17-30 Apr
S/8633 Cambodia. Letter, 12 Jun, informing of aggressive acts and violations of Cambodian territory, territorial waters and air space by Thai armed forces, 20 Mar – 7 Apr
S/8648 Cambodia. Letter, 19 Jun, informing of aggressive acts and violations of Cambodian territorial waters by Thai armed forces, 9–30 May
S/8668 Cambodia. Letter, 2 Jul, informing of aggressive acts by Thai armed forces against Battambang province, 10–28 May
S/8684 Cambodia. Letter, 17 Jul, informing of aggressive acts by Thai armed forces against Battambang province on 6, 13 and 27 Jun
S/8688 Thailand. Letter, 22 Jul, informing of aggressive acts by Cambodian soldiers against Thai authorities and civilians in the border areas, 10 Mar – 24 May
S/8694 Cambodia. Letter, 25 Jul, informing of a violation of Cambodian territory and abduction of Cambodian inhabitants by Thai forces on 18 Jun
S/8764 Cambodia. Letter, 21 Aug, informing of incursions, mine-laying in Cambodian territory and abductions of Cambodian inhabitants by Thai armed forces, 10–16 Jul
S/8783 Cambodia. Letter, 27 Aug, informing of an aggressive act by Thai armed forces inside the frontier of province of Battambang on 1 Aug
S/8832 Thailand. Letter, 20 Sep, informing of a series of aggressive acts by Cambodian forces against Thai inhabitants in the border areas, 15 Jun – 13 Aug
S/8841 Cambodia. Letter, 2 Oct, informing of aggressive acts by Thai armed forces against the province of Oddar Meanchey on 15 and 16 Sep
S/8850 Cambodia. Letter, 9 Oct, informing of aggressive acts and sabotage by Thai armed forces against the provinces of Battambang and Oddar Meanchey, 20–23 Aug
S/8858 Cambodia. Letter, 14 Oct, informing of aggressive acts by Thai armed forces against the provinces of Battambang and Oddar Meanchey, 4–16 Sep
S/8860 Cambodia. Letter, 15 Oct, informing of an attack against Cambodian military post of Vaing Khen by Thai armed forces on 27 Jun
CAMBODIA and THAILAND (continued)

Documents (continued)

S/8866 Cambodia. Letter, 23 Oct, informing of aggressive acts by Thai armed forces against the province of Oddar-Meanchey on 12 and 16 Sep
S/8889 Cambodia. Letter, 6 Nov, informing of armed aggression and violation of Cambodian territorial waters by Thai armed forces and fishing junks, 12-28 Sep
S/8904 Cambodia. Letter, 15 Nov, informing of a series of violations of Cambodian territorial waters and acts of aggression by Thai fishing junks and Thai forces in Cambodian territory, 23 Sep - 16 Oct
S/8927 Cambodia. Letter, 10 Dec, referring to S/8332 and S/8540 and rejecting allegations therein
S/8937 Cambodia. Letter, 16 Dec, informing of a series of aggressive acts by Thai armed forces against the provinces of Oddar-Meanchey and Battambang, 8-16 Nov
S/8938 Cambodia. Letter, 16 Dec, informing of violations of Cambodian territorial waters by Thai fishing junks, 3-19 Nov

CAMBODIA and UNITED STATES

See Cambodia situation

CAMBODIA and VIET-NAM (REPUBLIC)

See Cambodia situation

CAMBODIA SITUATION

See also Cambodia and Thailand

Documents

S/8336 Cambodia. Letter, 10 Jan, informing of a violation of Khmer air space followed by attack by United States - South Viet-Namese forces on 11 Dec 1967
S/8377 Cambodia. Letter, 1 Feb, informing of looting and theft of cattle by South Viet-Namese soldiers in the village of Prasat
S/8389 Cambodia. Letter, 7 Feb, informing of violations of air space, territory and territorial waters by United States - South Viet-Namese forces, 12 Dec 1967 - 5 Jan 1968
S/8390 Cambodia. Letter, 8 Feb, informing of an attack by United States - South Viet-Namese forces into Khmer territory in the Srok of Kompong Trabek on 18 Jan
S/8406 Cambodia. Letter, 14 Feb, informing of air and shelling attacks by United States - South Viet-Namese forces in the Srok of Preah Bat Chean Chum on 2 Feb
S/8426 Cambodia. Letter, 21 Feb, informing of artillery attacks by the United States - South Viet-Namese forces in the province of Prey-Veng on 31 Jan and 1 Feb
S/8430 Cambodia. Letter, 28 Feb, informing of violations of Cambodian territorial waters followed by aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Namese naval forces in the vicinity of Koa Ses on 9 Dec 1967

S/8431 Cambodia. Letter, 28 Feb, informing of aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Namese forces in Khmer territory on 9 Jan, 20/21 Jan and 10 Feb
S/8440 Cambodia. Letter, 6 Mar, informing of the construction of an advance post at Ong-Tan in Khmer territory by United States - South Viet-Namese forces
S/8441 Cambodia. Letter, 6 Mar, informing of aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Namese forces against the post at Vinh Dien on 14 Feb
S/8462 Cambodia. Letter, 14 Mar, informing of aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Namese forces in Khmer territory on 6, 13 and 18 Feb
S/8463 Cambodia. Letter, 14 Mar, informing of a theft of oxen from Khmer villagers by South Viet-Namese soldiers at Prey Anlong Kranh on 11 Feb
S/8508 Cambodia. Letter, 28 Mar, informing of a violation of Khmer territory followed by acts of piracy by South Viet-Namese soldiers on 24/25 Feb
S/8509 Cambodia. Letter, 28 Mar, informing of violations of Khmer territory and air space followed by aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Namese forces on 28 Feb and 9 Mar
S/8537 Cambodia. Letter, 8 Apr, informing of bombing by the United States - South Viet-Namese forces in the province of Svay Rieng on 23 Jan
S/8569 Cambodia. Letter, 29 Apr, informing of violations of Khmer air space and territory followed by aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Namese forces on 15 Mar, 2, 6 and 10 Apr
S/8572 Cambodia. Letter, 3 May, informing of incursions and premeditated acts of aggression by United States - South Viet-Namese forces against Khmer territory, 10 Mar - 19 Apr
S/8574 Cambodia. Letter, 3 May, concerning the mirror-satellite projects intended to be used by the United States in Viet-Nam
S/8576 Cambodia. Letter, 6 May, informing of violations of Cambodia air space by United States - South Viet-Namese air forces over Svay Rieng province on 29-31 Mar and 1 Apr
S/8577 Cambodia. Letter, 6 May, informing of a violation of Khmer air space by United States - South Viet-Namese air forces on 28 Apr
S/8587 Cambodia. Letter, 14 May, informing of violations of Cambodian soil and territorial waters followed by acts of aggression by United States - South Viet-Namese air forces on 7 and 25 Apr
S/8604 Cambodia. Letter, 29 May, informing of violations of Cambodian air space, followed in some cases, by attacks by United States - South Viet-Namese forces, 5-19 Apr
CAMBODIA SITUATION (continued)

Documents (continued)

S/8605 Cambodia. Letter, 29 May, informing of aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces against the Kandal and Svay Rieng provinces on 13 and 14 May

S/8606 Cambodia. Letter, 29 May, informing of a violation of Khmer territory followed by kidnapping of five members of the Khmer patrol by the United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces on 26/29 Apr

S/8611 Cambodia. Letter, 3 Jun, informing of acts of aggression by the United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces against Cambodian territorial waters on 4 May

S/8621 Cambodia. Letter, 6 Jun, informing of violations of Khmer air space followed by aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces on 30/31 May

S/8623 Cambodia. Letter, 9 Jun, informing of violations of Cambodian air space and territorial waters followed by attacks by United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces on 7 and 9 Apr and 16 May

S/8624 Cambodia. Letter, 8 Jun, informing of arrest of two members of the United States Armed Forces on board of a tugboat which violated Khmer territorial waters on 20 May

S/8629 Cambodia. Letter, 11 Jun, informing of release of members of the United States Armed Forces whose capture was reported in S/8628

S/8632 Cambodia. Letter, 12 Jun, informing of acts of aggression and violations of Cambodian territory and air space by United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces, 30 Apr - 16 May

S/8645 Cambodia. Letter, 18 Jun, informing of the attack by a United States - South Viet-Nam namese aircraft on the Khmer village of Kaăm Samnār Krom on 30/31 May

S/8646 Cambodia. Letter, 19 Jun, informing of a series of violations of Cambodian territory and air space, followed in some cases, by aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces, 28 Apr - 31 May

S/8647 Cambodia. Letter, 19 Jun, informing of a violation of Cambodian air space followed by attacks against the province of Svay Rieang by United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces on 2 Jun

S/8655 Cambodia. Letter, 25 Jun, informing of a violation of Khmer air space followed by attacks against villages of Beng Chrong and Trapeang Russey by United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces on 1 and 2 Jun

S/8669 Cambodia. Letter, 2 Jul, informing of a series of violations of Cambodian air space by United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces, 18 May-1 Jun

S/8671 Cambodia. Letter, 5 Jul, informing of violations of Cambodian air space followed by attacks against inhabitants of the village of Svat A Ngong by United States forces on 29 Jun

CAMBODIA SITUATION (continued)

Documents (continued)

S/8675 Cambodia. Letter, 8 Jul, informing of violations of Cambodian air space and attacks against Khmer villages by United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces, 28 May - 13 Jun

S/8682 Cambodia. Letter, 16 Jul, transmitting photographs and details of the attack against inhabitants of the village of Svat A Ngong by United States helicopters on 29 Jun

S/8703 Cambodia. Letter, 30 Jul, informing of smoke bombs fired by South Viet-Nam namese soldiers from the post at Ca M Booth on 3 Jun

S/8704 Cambodia. Letter, 30 Jul, informing of a series of violations of Cambodian air space, followed, in some cases, by scattering of chemical products by United States - South Viet-Nam namese aircraft, 30 May - 8 Jun

S/8706 Cambodia. Letter, 31 Jul, informing of violations of Cambodian air space, followed by attack against the commune of Prasat by United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces on 10 Jul

S/8707 Cambodia. Letter, 31 Jul, transmitting reply to the United States rejecting the request for the release of members of the crew of vessel seized by Cambodia on 17 Jul

S/8712 Cambodia. Letter, 1 Aug, concerning the electronic monitoring system intended to be used by the United States forces in Cambodia

S/8745 Cambodia. Letter, 12 Aug, informing of arrest of crew members on board of a United States armed forces river vessel which violated Cambodian territorial waters on 17 Jul

S/8746 Cambodia. Letter, 12 Aug, informing of a series of violations of Cambodian air space, followed, in some cases, by aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces, 9-30 Jun

S/8748 Cambodia. Letter, 13 Aug, concerning the system of electronic listening devices to be used by United States forces in Cambodia

S/8763 Cambodia. Letter, 21 Aug, informing of a series of aggressive acts against Cambodian territory by United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces, 4 Jun - 20 Jul

S/8781 Cambodia. Letter, 27 Aug, concerning accusations by United States military authorities in Saigon regarding "Viet-Cong bases" in Cambodia

S/8782 Cambodia. Letter, 27 Aug, informing of aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces against the provinces of Kampot, Takeo and Svay Rieang on 19 Jul, 4 and 10 Aug

S/8801 Cambodia. Letter, 4 Sep, informing of incursion into Cambodian territory followed by attacks by United States - South Viet-Nam namese forces on 4 Aug

S/8813 Cambodia. Letter, 10 Sep, concerning message from the United States regarding the activity of Communist Viet-Nam namese forces in the province of Svay Rieang and transmitting the reply from Cambodia
CAMBODIA SITUATION (continued)

Documents (continued)

S/8814 Cambodia. Letter, 10 Sep, informing of aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Namese forces against the provinces of Kompong Cham and Svay Rieng, 6-12 Jul

S/8816 Cambodia. Letter, 16 Sep, informing of violations of air space over the communes of Bavet and Mêsar Thngák by United States - South Viet-Namese aircraft, 1-19 Jul

S/8834 Cambodia. Letter, 27 Sep, informing of aggressive acts against the province of Kandal and a violation of Khmer air space followed by attack by United States - South Viet-Namese forces during the nights of 27-28 Aug and 1-2 Sep

S/8840 Cambodia. Letter, 2 Oct, informing of a series of aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Namese forces against the provinces of Kandal, Svay Rieng, Prey Veng and Kompong Cham, 7-Jul-25 Aug

S/8849 Cambodia. Letter, 9 Oct, informing of a series of aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Namese forces against the provinces of Svay Rieng, Kandal, Kampong Cham, Kompong Cham, 7-Jul-25 Aug

S/8850 Cambodia. Letter, 15 Oct, informing of aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Namese forces against the provinces of Svay Rieng, Kompong Cham and Prey Veng, 5-22 Sep

S/8881 Cambodia. Letter, 30 Oct, transmitting reply to messages from United States rejecting the request for the release of members of the crew of vessel LCU 1577 seized by Cambodia

S/8899 Cambodia. Letter, 15 Nov, informing of a series of aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Namese forces against the provinces of Svay Rieng, Kompong Cham, Prey Veng, Takhéo and Kompong Cham, 4 Sep - 23 Oct

S/8900 Cambodia. Letter, 15 Nov, informing of a series of violations of Cambodian air space, followed, in some cases, by aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Namese air forces, 8 Sep - 9 Oct

S/8903 Cambodia. Letter, 18 Nov, informing of aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Namese forces in the provinces of Svay Rieng and Kampong on 8 and 16 Nov

S/8907 Cambodia. Letter, 27 Nov, informing of aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Namese forces in the province of Svay Rieng on 15 Nov

S/8939 Cambodia. Letter, 16 Dec, informing of an attack against Cambodian inhabitants of the village of Bat Banleak by three motorboats of the United States - South Viet-Namese forces on 18 Nov

S/8940 Cambodia. Letter, 16 Dec, informing of aggressive acts by United States - South Viet-Namese forces in the provinces of Svay Rieng, Kandal and Takéo, 10-20 Nov

S/8944 Cambodia. Letter, 27 Dec, informing of aggressive acts against the province of Svay Rieng by United States - South Viet-Namese forces on 19 and 21 Dec

CANADA
-- representatives: credentials

Documents
S/8500, S/8536 Secretary-General. Reports

CHILE
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8405 Chile. Letter, 15 Feb, requesting participation in debate on South West Africa question

COLOMBIA
-- representatives: credentials

Documents
S/8942 Secretary-General. Report

-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8422 Colombia. Letter, 15 Feb, requesting participation in debate on the South West Africa question

COMMITTEE ON THE ADMISSION OF NEW MEMBERS
See United Nations: Members: admission

CONGO (DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC) and PORTUGAL

Documents
S/8619 Congo (Dem. Rep.). Letter, 3 Jun, informing of a violation of the territorial sovereignty of the Democratic Republic of the Congo by Portuguese military aircraft on 21 May

S/8660 Congo (Dem. Rep.). Letter, 28 Jun, informing of bombing attack against the village of Yongo by Portuguese air force operating in Angola on 23 Jun

S/8672 Congo (Dem. Rep.). Letter, 5 Jul, informing of aggressive acts against Congolese villages by Portuguese forces stationed in Angola on 26, 30 Jun and 2 Jul

CYPRUS
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8471 Cyprus. Letter, 18 Mar, requesting participation in debate on Cyprus situation

S/8644 Cyprus. Letter, 18 Jun, requesting participation in debate on Cyprus situation

S/8926 Cyprus. Letter, 10 Dec, requesting participation in debate on Cyprus situation

CYPRUS SITUATION
See also United Nations Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus

Documents
S/8320 Greece. Letter, 30 Dec 1967, commenting on the establishment of the Temporary Turkish-Cypriot administration in Cyprus

S/8323 Secretary-General. Report, 3 Jan, concerning reorganization of the Turkish Cypriot administrative system

S/8324 Cyprus. Letter, 5 Jan, concerning measures taken to restrain the activities of the "Provisional Cyprus Turkish administration"
S/8449 Cyprus. Letter, 9 Mar, announcing termination of all existing restrictions in respect of the Turkish quarter of Nicosia
S/8467 Turkey. Letter, 18 Mar, requesting participation in debate
S/8471 Cyprus. Letter, 18 Mar, requesting participation in debate
S/8472 Greece. Letter, 16 Mar, requesting participation in debate
S/8473 Greece. Letter, 18 Mar, transmitting the contribution to UNFICYP for the period from 26 Dec 1967 to 26 Mar 1968
S/8493 Greece. Letter, 20 Mar, announcing contribution to UNFICYP for the period from 26 Mar to 26 Jun 1968
S/8541 Secretary-General. Letter, 9 Apr, appealing for contributions for the maintenance of UNFICYP until 26 Jun 1968
S/8597 Greece. Letter, 26 May, referring to S/8493 and transmitting the contribution to UNFICYP for the period from 26 Mar to 26 Jun 1968
S/8622 & Corr.1 Secretary-General. Report, 11 Jun, on United Nations operation in Cyprus for the period 9 Mar to 7 Jun 1968
S/8639 Draft resolution calling for extension of UNFICYP for six months ending 15 Dec 1968
S/8640 Turkey. Letter, 18 Jun, requesting participation in debate
S/8641 Greece. Letter, 17 Jun, requesting participation in debate
S/8644 Cyprus. Letter, 18 Jun, requesting participation in debate
S/8664 Secretary-General. Letter, 27 Jun, appealing for contributions for the maintenance of UNFICYP until 15 Dec 1968
S/8802 Greece. Letter, 3 Sep, transmitting the contribution to UNFICYP for the period from 26 Jun to 26 Dec 1968
S/8914 Secretary-General. Report, 4 Dec, on United Nations operation in Cyprus for the period 8 Jun to 2 Dec 1968
S/8922 Turkey. Letter, 9 Dec, requesting participation in debate
S/8925 Greece. Letter, 9 Dec, requesting participation in debate
S/8926 Cyprus. Letter, 10 Dec, requesting participation in debate

Discussion in Security Council: Meetings 1398, 1432, 1459
At the 1398th, 1432nd and 1459th meetings, it was decided to invite Cyprus, Greece and Turkey to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question
Draft resolution introduced orally by the Under-Secretary-General, Department of Political and Security Council Affairs, urging the parties concerned to act with the utmost restraint and to continue determined cooperative efforts to achieve the objectives of the Security Council and extending the stationing in Cyprus of UNFICYP until 26 Jun 1968, adopted unanimously at the 1398th meeting as resolution 247 (1968)
CYPRUS SITUATION (continued)

Discussion in Security Council (continued)

Draft resolution in S/8639, urging the parties concerned to act with the utmost restraint and to continue determined co-operative efforts to achieve the objectives of the Security Council and extending the stationing in Cyprus of UNFICYP until 15 Dec 1968, adopted unanimously at the 1432nd meeting as resolution 254 (1968)

Draft resolution introduced orally by the Under-Secretary-General, Department of Political and Security Council Affairs, urging the parties concerned to act with the utmost restraint and to continue efforts to achieve the objectives of the Security Council and extending the stationing in Cyprus of UNFICYP until 5 Jun 1969, adopted unanimously at the 1459th meetings as resolution 261 (1969)

CZECHOSLOVAK SITUATION

Documents

S/8758 Canada, Denmark, France, Paraguay, United Kingdom, United States. Letter, 21 Aug, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider situation in Czechoslovakia

S/8759 USSR. Letter, 21 Aug, opposing consideration of Czechoslovak situation by the Security Council

S/8760 Czechoslovakia. Letter, 21 Aug, requesting participation in debate

S/8761 & Add.1 Brazil, Canada, Denmark, France, Paraguay, United Kingdom, United States. Draft resolution condemning the armed intervention of USSR and other members of the Warsaw Pact in the internal affairs of Czechoslovakia

S/8762 Bulgaria. Letter, 21 Aug, requesting participation in debate

S/8765 Yugoslavia. Letter, 22 Aug, extending support to the demands of Czechoslovakia for the withdrawal of occupation forces and for the respect of independence and territorial integrity of Czechoslovakia

S/8766 Poland. Letter, 22 Aug, requesting participation in debate

S/8767 Brazil, Canada, Denmark, France, Paraguay, Senegal, United Kingdom, United States. Draft resolution requesting the Secretary-General to appoint a Special Representative to Prague to seek the release of the Czechoslovak leaders (not voted upon)

S/8768 Czechoslovakia. Telegram, 23 Aug, requesting participation in debate

S/8769 Australia. Letter, 23 Aug, condemning armed interventions in Czechoslovakia by USSR and four other States and calling for immediate withdrawal of the forces

S/8770 Zambia. Letter, 23 Aug, denouncing invasion of Czechoslovakia by armies of USSR, Poland, Hungary and East Germany and calling for withdrawal of their troops

S/8771 Yugoslavia. Letter, 23 Aug, requesting participation in debate

CZECHOSLOVAK SITUATION (continued)

Documents (continued)

S/8772 [Bulgaria, Germany (Dem. Rep.), Hungary, Poland, USSR]. Call to citizens of Czechoslovakia

S/8777 Chile. Letter, 26 Aug, condemning armed actions taken against Czechoslovakia

S/8780 Jamaica. Note verbale, 26 Aug, protesting against invasion of Czechoslovakia by foreign troops and urging effective action to secure withdrawal of occupation forces

S/8784 Ecuador. Letter, 27 Aug, condemning armed action taken against Czechoslovakia

S/8785 Czechoslovakia. Letter, 27 Aug, requesting withdrawal the item from the agenda of the Security Council

S/8790 Haiti. Note verbale, 28 Aug, commenting on the invasion of Czechoslovakia by USSR and its allies

S/8798 Indonesia. Letter, 30 Aug, deploring the occupation of Czechoslovakia by troops of the Warsaw Pact Nations

S/8800 Panama. Letter, 3 Sep, protesting against the invasion of Czechoslovakia by the military forces of the Warsaw Pact

S/8803 Ecuador. Letter, 6 Sep, condemning armed action taken against Czechoslovakia

S/8812 Costa Rica. Letter, 7 Sep, condemning military invasion of Czechoslovakia by USSR and other Communist States

Discussion in Security Council: Meetings 1441-1445

At the 1441st meeting, it was decided to invite Czechoslovakia to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1442nd meeting, it was decided to invite Bulgaria to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1443rd meeting, it was decided to invite Poland to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

Draft resolution in S/8761 & Add.1, affirming that the sovereign, political independence and territorial integrity of Czechoslovakia must be fully respected; condemning the armed intervention of the USSR and other members of the Warsaw Pact in the internal affairs of Czechoslovakia and calling upon them to take no action of violence or reprisal that could result in further suffering or loss of life, forthwith to withdraw their forces, and to cease all other forms of intervention in Czechoslovakia's internal affairs; calling upon Member States of the United Nations to exercise their diplomatic influence upon the USSR and the other countries concerned with a view to bringing about prompt implementation of this resolution; and requesting the Secretary-General to transmit this resolution to the countries concerned, to keep the situation under constant review, and to report to the Council on compliance with this resolution, rejected (10-2-3) at the 1443rd meeting due to the negative vote of a permanent member (USSR)

At the 1444th meeting, it was decided to invite Yugoslavia to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question
CZECHOSLOVAK SITUATION (continued)

Discussion in Security Council (continued)

At the 1445th meeting, the USSR moved that the Council invite the representative of the German Democratic Republic to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question. The motion was rejected (2-9-4)

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8760 Czechoslovakia. Letter, 21 Aug, requesting participation in debate on Czechoslovak situation
S/8768 Czechoslovakia. Telegram, 23 Aug, requesting participation in debate on Czechoslovak situation

EQUATORIAL GUINEA
-- United Nations, admission to

Documents
S/8886 Algeria, Brazil, Ethiopia, India, Pakistan, Paraguay, Senegal. Draft resolution recommending admission of Equatorial Guinea to membership

Discussion in Security Council: Meeting 1458
Draft resolution in S/8886, recommending admission of Equatorial Guinea to membership, adopted unanimously at the 1458th meeting as resolution 260 (1968)

FINLAND
-- representatives: credentials

Documents
S/8953 Secretary-General. Report

GREECE
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8472 Greece. Letter, 16 Mar, requesting participation in debate on Cyprus situation
S/8641 Greece. Letter, 17 Jun, requesting participation in debate on Cyprus situation
S/8925 Greece. Letter, 9 Dec, requesting participation in debate on Cyprus situation

GUYANA
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8401 Guyana. Letter, 14 Feb, requesting participation in debate on South West Africa question

HAITI
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8593 Haiti. Letter, 21 May, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider the situation resulting from the armed aggression against Haiti on 20 May
S/8594 Secretary-General. Report on credentials

HAITI SITUATION

Documents
S/8592 Haiti. Letter, 20 May, informing of bombing of the towns of Port-au-Prince and Cap-Haitien by unidentified aircraft on 20 May and stating that the act constituted a violation of the Charter and a threat to peace and that the territories most likely to have been used for these ends are those of the United States, Cuba, Jamaica, the Dominican Republic or the Bahamas
S/8593 Haiti. Letter, 21 May, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider the situation resulting from the armed aggression against Haiti on 20 May
S/8596 Jamaica. Letter, 24 May, rejecting allegations in S/8592
S/8599 Dominican Republic. Letter, 27 May, rejecting allegations in S/8592

Discussion in Security Council: Meeting 1427
At the 1427th meeting, it was decided to invite Haiti to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

INDIA-PAKISTAN QUESTION

Documents
S/8333 India. Letter, 10 Jan, rejecting allegations in S/7862 and S/8315/Rev.1 concerning situation in Jammu and Kashmir
S/8388 Pakistan. Letter, 7 Feb, replying to S/8333, and calling for negotiations with regard to the status of Jammu and Kashmir
S/8456 & Corr.1 India. Letter, 12 Mar, referring to S/8388 and stating that India is prepared to discuss and settle all differences with Pakistan
S/8670 Pakistan. Letter, 2 Jul, referring to S/8456 and reaffirming statement in S/8388 demanding India to abandon the claim of domestic jurisdiction in respect of acts which are designed to preclude a just settlement
S/8692 Pakistan. Letter, 25 Jul, concerning measures taken by India with the aim of consolidating the occupied area of the Jammu and Kashmir State

INDONESIA
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8407 Indonesia. Letter, 15 Feb, requesting participation in debate on South West Africa question

IRAQ
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8489 Iraq. Letter, 21 Mar, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8527 Iraq. Letter, 2 Apr, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8727 Iraq. Letter, 5 Aug, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
ISRAEL
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8487 Israel. Letter, 21 Mar, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8518 Israel. Letter, 25 Mar, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8562 Israel. Letter, 26 Apr, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8725 Israel. Letter, 5 Aug, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8797 Israel. Letter, 3 Sep, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8823 Israel. Letter, 18 Sep, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8880 Israel. Letter, 1 Nov, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8947 Israel. Letter, 29 Dec, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation

ISRAEL and ARAB STATES

See Middle East situation

JAMAICA
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8455 Jamaica. Letter, 12 Mar, requesting participation in debate on question of Southern Rhodesia

JARRING, GUNNAR (SWEDEN)

See Special Representative of the Secretary-General to the Middle East

JERUSALEM
-- status

Documents
S/8427 & Add.1 Jordan. Letter, 23 Feb, transmitting report dated Dec 1930 of the International Commission for the Wailing Wall (also issued as A/7057 & Add.1)
S/8433 Jordan. Letter, 28 Feb, informing of expropriation by Israel of Arab lands in Jerusalem to build houses for Jewish immigrants (also issued as A/7058)
S/8439 & Add.1 Israel. Letter, 5 Mar, replying to S/8427 & Add.1 and S/8433 concerning the Wailing Wall and other Holy Places in Jerusalem (Add.1 contains report by Israeli Ministry for Foreign Affairs) (also issued as A/7064 & Add.1)
S/8445 Jordan. Letter, 7 Mar, informing of deportation to Jordan of Mr. Rouhi Al-Khateeb, Mayor of Jerusalem, by Israeli authorities (also issued as A/7065)
S/8452 Israel. Letter, 11 Mar, replying to S/8445 presenting reasons for deportation to Jordan of Mr. Al-Khateeb (also issued as A/7067)
S/8507 Jordan. Letter, 28 Mar, replying to S/8439 concerning the Wailing Wall (also issued as A/7079)
S/8546 Jordan. Letter, 16 Apr, rejecting allegations in S/8439 and contesting ownership of the appropriated land in Jerusalem and protesting against the construction of Jewish settlements on Arab lands (also issued as A/7081)

JERUSALEM (continued)
-- status (continued)

Documents (continued)
S/8549 Jordan. Letter, 18 Apr, concerning decision by Israeli authorities to hold a military parade in Jerusalem on 2 May (also issued as A/7087)
S/8552 Jordan. Letter, 19 Apr, transmitting "The desecration of Christian cemeteries and church property in Israel" published by the Institute for Palestine Studies (also issued as A/7084)
S/8560 Jordan. Letter, 25 Apr, requesting urgent meeting to consider the situation in Jerusalem
S/8561 Secretary-General. Note, 30 Apr, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8565 Secretary-General. Report, 2 May, informing the Council in pursuance of SC resolution 250 (1968) that the parade took place in Jerusalem as scheduled
S/8566 Secretary-General. Report, 1 May, transmitting petition and photographs of Arab women protesting against the Israeli military parade to be held by Israel in Jerusalem (also issued as A/7092)
S/8570 Jordan. Letter, 2 May, requesting that Mr. Rouhi El-Khateeb, the elected Mayor of Jerusalem, be invited to address the Security Council
S/8571 United Arab Republic. Letter, 3 May, commenting on the parade held in Jerusalem on 2 May and Israel's defiance of SC resolution 250 (1968) (also issued as A/7093)
S/8590 (& Rev.1, French only, Rev.2) Pakistan, Senegal. Draft resolution concerning note verbale addressed to Israel on 20 Apr, expressing concern over the parade to be held in Jerusalem on 2 May (also issued as A/7087)
S/8631 India, Pakistan, Senegal. Draft resolution calling Israel to refrain from holding the military parade in Jerusalem on 2 May 1968
S/8655 Israel. Letter, 30 Apr, replying to S/8561 and reaffirming Israel's willingness to make arrangements regarding the Holy Places (also issued as A/7089)
S/8567 Secretary-General. Report, 2 May, informing the Council in pursuance of SC resolution 250 (1968) that the parade took place in Jerusalem as scheduled
S/8658 Jordan. Letter, 1 May, transmitting petition and photographs of Arab women protesting against the Israeli military parade to be held by Israel in Jerusalem (also issued as A/7092)
S/8659 Jordan. Letter, 2 May, requesting that Mr. Rouhi El-Khateeb, the elected Mayor of Jerusalem, be invited to address the Security Council
S/8571 United Arab Republic. Letter, 3 May, commenting on the parade held in Jerusalem on 2 May and Israel's defiance of SC resolution 250 (1968) (also issued as A/7093)
S/8590 (& Rev.1, French only, Rev.2) Pakistan, Senegal. Draft resolution, calling upon Israel to rescind all measures and actions which tend to change the legal status of Jerusalem and to desist forthwith from taking any further action
S/8634 Jordan. Letter, 12 Jun, concerning expropriation of Arab lands and buildings in Jerusalem and transmitting "Palestine (Western or Wailing Wall) Order in Council, 1931" (also issued as A/7107)
S/8661 Israel. Letter, 28 Jun, referring to S/8634 and stating that questions raised have been discussed in great detail in the Security Council and reviving the acrimony generated by them would not serve the interest of peace in the area (also issued as A/7128)
S/8666 Jordan. Letter, 3 Jul, referring to S/8661 and observing that Israeli authorities are continuing to implement their premeditated plans for the expropriation of more property in Jerusalem (also issued as A/7132)
SUBJECT INDEX

JERUSALEM (continued)
-- status (continued)

Documents (continued)
S/8667 Jordan. Letter, 3 Jul, transmitting report from New York Times of 3 Jul concerning Israeli expropriation of Arab property in Jerusalem and calling for appropriate action by the Secretary-General (also issued as A/7113)
S/8847 Syria. Letter, 11 Oct, transmitting cables from the Mufti and the religious Islamic corps of Syria and from the representatives of the Christian communities in Syria concerning desecration of Jerusalem by Israeli occupying forces (also issued as A/7266)
S/8870 Jordan. Letter, 6 Nov, transmitting letter from the Mayor of Jerusalem concerning Israeli acts of demolition and change of character of historical and religious buildings in the Holy City (also issued as A/7309)

Discussion in Security Council: Meetings 1416-1426
At the 1416th meeting, it was decided to invite Israel and Jordan to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question
Draft resolution in S/8563, calling upon Israel to refrain from holding the military parade in Jerusalem on 2 May 1968 and requesting the Secretary-General to report to the Security Council on the implementation of the resolution, adopted unanimously at the 1417th meeting as resolution 250 (1968)
Draft resolution introduced orally by the President, deploring the holding by Israel of the military parade in Jerusalem on 2 May 1968 in disregard of the decision adopted by the Council on 27 Apr 1968, adopted unanimously at the 1420th meeting as resolution 251 (1968)
At the 1421st meeting, it was decided to invite Mr. Rouhi El-Khatib, the elected Mayor of Jerusalem, to address the Council
Draft resolution in S/8590/Rev.2, deploring the failure of Israel to comply with the General Assembly resolutions 2253 (ES-V) and 2254 (ES-V) of 1967; considering that all measures and actions taken by Israel, including expropriation of land and properties thereon, which tend to change the legal status of Jerusalem are invalid; calling upon Israel to rescind all such measures already taken and to desist forthwith from taking any further action; and requesting the Secretary-General to report to the Council on the implementation of the present resolution, adopted (13-0-2) at the 1426th meeting as resolution 252 (1968)

JORDAN (continued)
-- Security Council, participation in (continued)

Documents (continued)
S/8721 Jordan. Letter, 5 Aug, requesting urgent meeting to consider situation resulting from Israeli acts of aggression against Jordan
S/8822 Jordan. Letter, 18 Sep, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation

KENNEDY, ROBERT F. (United States)
-- tribute to S/PV.1429

KOREA (DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC)
-- seizure of USS Pueblo

See also Korean question

Documents
S/8360 United States. Letter, 25 Jan, requesting urgent meeting to consider the seizure of USS Pueblo and other violations of the 1953 Armistice Agreement by North Korea
S/8372 & Corr.1 Japan. Letter, 31 Jan, replying to statements made by the USSR at the 1388th meeting of the Security Council concerning treaty relationship with the Republic of Korea and the United States

Discussion in Security Council: Meetings 1388, 1389

KOREAN QUESTION

See also Korea (Democratic People's Republic): seizure of USS Pueblo

Documents
S/8366 United States. Letter, 26 Jan, transmitting report from the United Nations Command in Korea informing of violations of the 1953 Armistice Agreements by the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, including an attempt to assassinate the President of the Republic of Korea

LEBANON
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
E/8952 Lebanon. Letter, 30 Dec, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation

LIE, TRYGVE (Norway)
-- tribute to S/PV.1461

MAURITIUS
-- United Nations, admission to

Documents
S/8466 Mauritius. Letter, 12 Mar, applying for membership
S/8547 & Rev.1, Rev.1/Add.1 Algeria, Canada, Ethiopia, India, Pakistan, Senegal, United Kingdom. Joint draft resolution
MAURITIUS (continued)
-- United Nations, admission to (continued)

Discussion in Security Council: Meeting 1414
Draft resolution in S/8547/Rev.1 & Rev.1/Add.1, recommending admission of Mauritius to membership in the United Nations, adopted unanimously at the 1414th meeting as resolution 249 (1968)

MICRO-STATES
See United Nations: Members: admission

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION
See also Jerusalem: status
  Middle East situation: cease-fire, 1967: violations
  Middle East situation: humanitarian assistance
  Special Representative of the Secretary-General to the Middle East
  Suez Canal: clearance 1968

Documents (continued)
S/7930/Add.62 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning cease-fire violations on 25 and 26 Jan
S/7930/Add.63 (& Corr.1, English, French and Spanish only) Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning incidents and developments relating to the evacuation of the stranded ships in the Suez Canal
S/7930/Add.64 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff informing of the cease-fire appeal to Israel and Jordan
S/7930/Add.65 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning responses from Israel and Jordan to the cease-fire appeal
S/7930/Add.66 Secretary-General. Supplemental information concerning new outbreak of fighting between Israel and Jordan on 29 Mar
S/7930/Add.67 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 27 Apr
S/7930/Add.68 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the firing incident reported in S/7930/Add.67
S/7930/Add.69 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 22 May
S/7930/Add.70 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 14 Jun
S/7930/Add.71 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 15 Jun

S/7930/Add.72 & Corr.1 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 23 Jun
S/7930/Add.73 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 26 Aug
S/7930/Add.75 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning two firing incidents between Israel and Syria on 30 Aug and 2 Sep
S/7930/Add.76 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the incident of 26 Aug reported in S/7930/Add.74
S/7930/Add.77 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the incident of 2 Sep reported in S/7930/Add.75
S/7930/Add.78 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 8 Sep
S/7930/Add.79 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the incident of 8 Sep reported in S/7930/Add.78
S/7930/Add.80 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning explosion and firing incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 10 Sep
S/7930/Add.81 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the incidents reported in S/7930/Add.80
S/7930/Add.82 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning firing incidents between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 11 Sep
S/7930/Add.83 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning casualties and material damage suffered during the firing on 8 Sep
S/7930/Add.84 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning firing incidents in the Suez Canal and Israel–Syria sectors on 13 Sep
S/7930/Add.85 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and Syria on 14 Sep
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)

**Documents (continued)**

S/7930/Add.86 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff transmitting letters to Israel and United Arab Republic protesting against the damage to UNTSO installations and property reported in S/7930/Add.83

S/7930/Add.87 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the incident in the Suez Canal sector reported in S/7930/Add.84

S/7930/Add.88 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the cease-fire observation operations in the Suez Canal sector on 23 Sep

S/7930/Add.89 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff transmitting replies from Israel and United Arab Republic to the letters protesting against the damage to UNTSO installations and property on 8 Sep

S/7930/Add 90 & Corr.1, 2 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the names and locations of the posts established for the cease-fire observation operations

S/7930/Add.91 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the foot-note to the report in S/7930/Add.88

S/7930/Add.92 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the cease-fire observation operations in the Suez Canal sector on 25 Sep

S/7930/Add.93 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning two firing incidents between Israel and Syria on 5 Oct

S/7930/Add.94 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning aerial battle between Israel and United Arab Republic on 23 Oct

S/7930/Add.95 & Corr.1 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning an exchange of fire between Israel and United Arab Republic along the Suez Canal on 26 Oct

S/7930/Add.96 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the situation in the Suez Canal and Israel-Lebanon sectors on 26 and 27 Oct

S/7930/Add.97 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the situation in the Suez Canal and Israel-Syria sectors on 29 and 30 Oct

S/7930/Add.98 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the situation in the Suez Canal and Israel-Lebanon sectors on 30 and 31 Oct

S/7930/Add.99 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the incident in the Suez Canal sector reported in S/7930/Add.95

S/7930/Add.100 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the incidents in the Suez Canal sector reported in S/7930/Add.97 and S/7930/Add.98

S/7930/Add.101 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning an incident in the Suez Canal sector on 3 Nov

S/7930/Add.102 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident in the Israel-Syria sector on 19 Jan.

S/7930/Add.103 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning an incident in the Suez Canal sector on 26 Nov

S/7930/Add.104 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning firing incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 28 Nov

S/7930/Add.105 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the incident in the Israel-Syria sector reported in S/7930/Add.102

S/7930/Add.106 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning an incident in the Suez Canal sector on 11 Dec

S/7930/Add.107 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning aggressive acts by Israel at the Beirut airport on 29 Dec

S/7930/Add.108 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the incident at the Beirut airport reported in S/7930/Add.107

S/8309/Add.1 Secretary-General. Report, 17 Jan, on the progress of the efforts of the Special Representative to the Middle East since 22 Dec 1967

S/8309/Add.2 Secretary-General. Report, 29 Mar, on the progress of the efforts of the Special Representative to the Middle East since 16 Jan 1968

S/8309/Add.3 Secretary-General. Report, 29 Jul, on the progress of the efforts of the Special Representative to the Middle East since 29 Mar 1968

S/8309/Add.4 Secretary-General. Report, 3 Dec, on the progress of the efforts of the Special Representative to the Middle East since 29 Jul 1968

S/8321 Jordan. Letter, 2 Jan, informing of violations of SC resolution 237 (1967) by Israel on 1 Jan (also issued as A/7032)

S/8322 Israel. Letter, 2 Jan, rejecting allegations in S/8311 (also issued as A/7033)

S/8328 Israel. Letter, 5 Jan, rejecting allegations in S/8321 (also issued as A/7035)

S/8329 Israel. Letter, 8 Jan, concerning exchange of fire between Israel and Jordan near the villages of Kfar Ruppin, Maoz Hayim and Tirat Zvi on 8 Jan

S/8334 Jordan. Letter, 10 Jan, rejecting allegations in S/8329
S/8340 Israel. Letter, 15 Jan, informing of cease-fire violations by Jordan near city of Elat on 5 and 13 Jan
S/8344 United Arab Republic. Letter, 18 Jan, informing of Israeli acts of torture and murder against civilians in the occupied territories (also issued as A/7039)
S/8346 Secretary-General. Letter, 19 Jan, replying to S/8344 (also issued as A/7040)
S/8349 Israel. Letter, 22 Jan, rejecting allegations in S/8344 (also issued as A/7042)
S/8352 Secretary-General. Letter, 22 Jan, replying to S/8349 (also issued as A/7041)
S/8354 Lebanon. Letter, 23 Jan, informing of oppressive actions by Israel against refugees from Jerusalem and other occupied territories (also issued as A/7044)
S/8359 Israel. Letter, 25 Jan, informing of a cease-fire violation by Jordan at Allenby Bridge on 25 Jan
S/8361 Jordan. Letter, 26 Jan, rejecting allegations in S/8359 (also issued as A/7046)
S/8364 Israel. Letter, 26 Jan, submitting additional information to S/8359
S/8368 Jordan. Letter, 30 Jan, informing of cease-fire violations by Israel on 29 and 30 Jan against the village of Al-Bagoorah (also issued as A/7047)
S/8369 United Arab Republic. Letter, 30 Jan, informing of cease-fire violations by Israel on 21 Jan during the survey of Suez Canal
S/8371 Israel. Letter, 31 Jan, rejecting allegations in S/8354 and informing of continued Arab violations of the cease-fire and of acts of sabotage
S/8373 & Corr.1 United Arab Republic. Letter, 31 Jan, replying to S/8346 and listing specific terrorist acts by Israel against civilians in the Gaza Strip (also issued as A/7048)
S/8376 United Arab Republic. Letter, 1 Feb, concerning the release of ships stranded in the Suez Canal and the cease-fire violations by Israel on 30 Jan
S/8379 Israel. Letter, 2 Feb, replying to S/8368 and informing of a cease-fire violation by Jordan on 29 Jan (also issued as A/7050)
S/8380 United Arab Republic. Letter, 2 Feb, transmitting articles published in The Guardian and The Observer concerning Israeli intimidation of Arab refugees and civilians in the Gaza Strip (also issued as A/7051)
S/8382 Secretary-General. Letter, 5 Feb, acknowledging receipt of S/8354 (also issued as A/7052)
S/8383 Israel. Letter, 6 Feb, replying to S/8373 and S/8380 concerning conditions and cease-fire violations in the Gaza Strip (also issued as A/7053)
S/8384 Secretary-General. Letter, 5 Feb, acknowledging receipt of S/8373 (also issued as A/7054)
S/8385 Israel. Letter, 7 Feb, concerning clearance of stranded ships from the Suez Canal
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S/8451 Israel. Letter, 11 Mar, replying to
S/8453 Jordan. Letter, 11 Mar, informing of
S/8455 Jordan. Letter, 11 Mar, replying to
S/8457 Jordan. Note verbale, 10 Mar, informing
S/8458 Israel. Letter, 11 Mar, replying to
S/8459 Jordan. Letter, 11 Mar, informing of
S/8461 Jordan. Note verbale, 10 Mar, informing
S/8462 Israel. Letter, 11 Mar, informing of
S/8464 Jordan. Note verbale, 11 Mar, informing
S/8465 Jordan. Note verbale, 11 Mar, informing
S/8466 Jordan. Letter, 20 Mar, rejecting allegations
S/8467 Jordan. Letter, 20 Mar, denying responsibility
S/8468 Jordan. Letter, 20 Mar, requesting participation in debate
S/8469 Israel. Letter, 18 Mar, informing of cease-fire violations by Jordan, 4-15 Mar (also issued as A/7077)
S/8470 Israel. Letter, 18 Mar, informing of cease-fire violations by Jordan, 4-15 Mar (also issued as A/7077)
S/8471 Jordan. Letter, 11 Mar, replying to
S/8472 Israel. Letter, 18 Mar, informing of cease-fire violations by Jordan, 4-15 Mar (also issued as A/7077)
S/8473 Israel. Letter, 18 Mar, informing of cease-fire violations by Jordan, 4-15 Mar (also issued as A/7077)
S/8474 Jordan. Letter, 11 Mar, replying to
S/8475 Jordan. Letter, 11 Mar, informing of cease-fire violations, 9-9 Mar (also issued as A/7068)
S/8476 Jordan. Letter, 11 Mar, replying to
S/8477 Jordan. Letter, 11 Mar, replying to
S/8478 Jordan. Letter, 19 Mar, informing of
S/8479 Jordan. Letter, 19 Mar, informing of
S/8480 Jordan. Letter, 20 Mar, rejecting allegations in S/8470 and informing of attack by Jordanian forces against Israeli territory in the Beit Shean area on 29 Mar (also issued as A/7077)
S/8481 Jordan. Letter, 20 Mar, rejecting allegations in S/8470 and informing of attack by Jordanian forces against Israeli territory in the Beit Shean area on 29 Mar (also issued as A/7077)
S/8482 Jordan. Letter, 20 Mar, denying responsibility for incidents referred to in S/8470 (also issued as A/7077)
S/8483 Jordan. Letter, 20 Mar, denying responsibility for incidents referred to in S/8470 (also issued as A/7077)
S/8484 Jordan. Letter, 21 Mar, requesting urgent meeting to consider the situation resulting from armed attack by Israel against the East Bank of Jordan
S/8485 Israel. Letter, 21 Mar, referring to S/8470 and S/8475 and requesting urgent meeting of the Security Council to consider cease-fire violations by Jordan
S/8486 Israel. Letter, 21 Mar, referring to S/8470 and S/8475 and requesting urgent meeting of the Security Council to consider cease-fire violations by Jordan
S/8487 Israel. Letter, 21 Mar, requesting participation in debate
S/8488 Israel. Letter, 21 Mar, requesting participation in debate
S/8489 Iraq. Letter, 21 Mar, requesting participation in debate
S/8490 Morocco. Letter, 21 Mar, requesting participation in debate
S/8491 Syria. Letter, 21 Mar, requesting participation in debate
S/8492 Syria. Letter, 21 Mar, requesting participation in debate
S/8493 Syria. Letter, 21 Mar, requesting participation in debate
S/8494 Syria. Letter, 21 Mar, concerning policies of United Arab Republic regarding Israel (also issued as A/7067)
S/8495 USSR. Letter, 22 Mar, commenting on the expansionist policy of Israel (also issued as A/7069)
S/8496 Libya. Letter, 22 Mar, commenting on the situation in the Middle East
S/8497 India, Pakistan, Senegal. Draft resolution condemning military action by Israel in violation of the cease-fire resolutions (not pressed to a vote at the 1407th meeting)
S/8498 Saudi Arabia. Letter, 23 Mar, requesting participation in debate
S/8499 Syria. Letter, 21 Mar, concerning the situation in the Middle East
S/8500 Jordan. Letter, 27 Mar, informing of attack against the East Bank of Jordan
S/8501 Jordan. Letter, 27 Mar, informing of attack against the East Bank of Jordan
S/8503 Jordan. Letter, 28 Mar, replying to
S/8504 Jordan. Letter, 28 Mar, replying to
S/8505 Jordan. Letter, 28 Mar, replying to
S/8506 Jordan. Letter, 28 Mar, replying to
S/8507 Jordan. Letter, 28 Mar, replying to
S/8508 Jordan. Letter, 28 Mar, replying to
S/8509 Jordan. Letter, 28 Mar, replying to
S/8510 Jordan. Letter, 29 Mar, rejecting allegations in S/8505 and informing of attack by Jordanian forces against Israeli territory in the Beit Shean area on 29 Mar (also issued as A/7078)
S/8511 Israel. Letter, 29 Mar, supplying additional information concerning Jordanian aggression reported in S/8510
S/8512 Jordan. Letter, 29 Mar, informing of artillery attack by Israel against the East Bank of Jordan on 29 Mar
S/8513 Jordan. Letter, 29 Mar, supplying additional information concerning Jordanian attack on Israeli villages and the civilian population in the upper Jordan valley on 29 Mar
S/8514 Jordan. Letter, 29 Mar, requesting urgent meeting of the Security Council to consider situation resulting from Israeli act of aggression on 29 Mar
S/8515 Jordan. Letter, 29 Mar, supplying additional information concerning Jordanian attack on Israeli villages and the civilian population in the upper Jordan valley on 29 Mar
S/8516 Jordan. Letter, 30 Mar, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area South of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr
S/8517 Jordan. Letter, 30 Mar, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area South of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr
S/8518 Jordan. Letter, 30 Mar, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area South of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr
S/8519 Jordan. Letter, 30 Mar, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area South of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr
S/8520 Jordan. Letter, 30 Mar, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area South of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr
S/8521 Jordan. Letter, 30 Mar, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area South of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr
S/8522 Syria. Letter, 1 Apr, requesting participation in debate
S/8523 United Arab Republic. Letter, 2 Apr, requesting participation in debate
S/8524 United Arab Republic. Letter, 2 Apr, requesting participation in debate
S/8525 Italy. Letter, 2 Apr, denying statement by Jordanian representative concerning sale of military supplies to Israel by Italy
S/8526 United Arab Republic. Letter, 2 Apr, requesting participation in debate
S/8527 Iraq. Letter, 2 Apr, requesting participation in debate
S/8528 Italy. Letter, 2 Apr, denying statement by Jordanian representative concerning sale of military supplies to Israel by Italy
S/8529 Jordan. Letter, 8 Apr, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area South of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr
S/8530 Saudi Arabia. Letter, 4 Apr, requesting participation in debate
S/8531 Jordan. Letter, 8 Apr, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area South of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr
S/8532 Jordan. Letter, 8 Apr, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area South of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr
S/8533 Jordan. Letter, 8 Apr, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area South of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr
S/8534 Jordan. Letter, 8 Apr, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area South of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr
S/8535 Jordan. Letter, 8 Apr, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area South of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr
S/8536 Jordan. Letter, 9 Apr, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area South of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr
S/8537 Jordan. Letter, 9 Apr, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area South of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr
S/8538 Jordan. Letter, 9 Apr, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area South of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr
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S/8550 Syria. Letter, 18 Apr, protesting against continued expulsion of civilian population from Syrian occupied territory and the establishment by Israel of Nahal colonies in the cease-fire area

S/8552 Jordan. Letter, 19 Apr, transmitting "The desecration of Christian cemeteries and church property in Israel" published by the Institute for Palestine Studies (also issued as A/7084)

S/8553 Secretary-General. Note on implementation of GA resolution 2252 (ES-V) and SC resolution 237 (1967) and proposing appointment of a representative to report on humanitarian assistance (also issued as A/7085)

S/8556 Israel. Letter, 23 Apr, concerning armed attacks, incursions and sabotage raids by Arab States against Israel

S/8558 Israel. Letter, 24 Apr, rejecting allegations in S/8556 and stating that self-defence and national resistance are the answer to illegal occupation

S/8559 Jordan. Letter, 24 Apr, rejecting allegations in S/8556 and informing about armed attacks by Israel of rights of Arab civilian population (also issued as A/7089)

S/8560 Jordan. Letter, 25 Apr, requesting urgent meeting to consider the situation in Jerusalem

S/8561 Secretary-General. Note, 26 Apr, concerning note verbale addressed to Israel on 20 Apr, expressing concern over the parade to be held in Jerusalem on 2 May (also issued as A/7087)

S/8562 Israel. Letter, 26 Apr, requesting participation in debate

S/8563 India, Pakistan, Senegal. Draft resolution calling upon Israel to refrain from holding the military parade in Jerusalem on 2 May 1968

S/8565 Israel. Letter, 30 Apr, replying to S/8561 and reaffirming Israel's willingness to make arrangements regarding the Holy Places (also issued as A/7090)

S/8567 Secretary-General. Report, 2 May, informing the Council in pursuance of SC resolution 250 (1968) that the parade took place in Jerusalem as scheduled

S/8568 Jordan. Letter, 1 May, transmitting petition and photographs of Arab women protesting against the military parade to be held by Israel in Jerusalem (also issued as A/7092)

S/8570 Jordan. Letter, 2 May, requesting that Mr. Rouhi El-Khateeb, the elected Mayor of Jerusalem, be invited to address the Security Council

S/8571 United Arab Republic. Letter, 3 May, commenting on the parade held in Jerusalem on 2 May and Israel's defiance of SC resolution 250 (1968) (also issued as A/7093)

S/8578 Jordan. Letter, 6 May, informing of a series of violations of Jordanian air space by Israeli military aircraft, 2 Jan - 2 Apr (also issued as A/7094)
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S/8579 Jordan. Letter, 6 May, informing of cease-fire violations by Israel on 8 and 11 Apr (also issued as A/7095)

S/8581 United Arab Republic. Letter, 8 May, presenting declarations made by Israeli officials concerning expansionist designs towards Arab lands (also issued as A/7096)

S/8582 Israel. Letter, 9 May, referring to S/8571 and informing of belligerency and violations of GA and SC resolutions by the United Arab Republic, including a fire violation by commandos from Jordan on 25 Apr (also issued as A/7097)

S/8583 Lebanon. Letter, 12 May, informing of attacks by Israel against Lebanese village of Hula on 11/12 May

S/8585 Israel. Letter, 14 May, referring to S/8583 informing of armed attacks by Lebanon against Israeli villages of Manara and Margaliyot on 7 and 12 May

S/8586 Jordan. Letter, 10 May, transmitting resolution on "Respect for and Implementation of Human Rights in Occupied Territories" adopted by the International Conference on Human Rights (text of the resolution also issued as A/7098)

S/8588 United Arab Republic. Letter, 16 May, concerning forced emigration of refugees from the Gaza Strip and reporting violations by Israel of rights of Arab civilian population (also issued as A/7099)

S/8590 (& Rev.1, French only, Rev.2) Pakistan, Senegal. Draft resolution calling upon Israel to rescind all measures and actions which tend to change the legal status of Jerusalem and to desist forthwith from taking any further action

S/8591 Lebanon. Letter, 20 May, referring to S/8583 and S/8585 and stating that the acts committed by Israel against Lebanese territories demonstrate its expansionist aims and aggressive intentions towards Lebanon

S/8596 Israel. Letter, 26 May, asserting that allegations in S/8581 and S/8588 are part of a propaganda campaign by the United Arab Republic against Israel (also issued as A/7100)

S/8607 Israel. Letter, 31 May, concerning discrimination and repressive legislation against Jews in Iraq (also issued as A/7102)

S/8609 Jordan. Letter, 3 Jun, protesting against the settlement of a group of Jews in Al-Khalil (Hebron) (also issued as A/7103)

S/8610 Iraq. Letter, 3 Jun, refuting allegations in S/8607 and stating that contents of that letter are outside the scope of the item under discussion (also issued as A/7104)

S/8613 Jordan. Letter, 4 Jun, informing of bombing and shelling of Jordanian villages and the city of Irbid by Israel on 4 Jun

S/8614 Israel. Letter, 4 Jun, informing of Jordanian artillery attacks against Israel villages of Neve Ur, Gesher, Yardena, Beit Yosef and Ashdot Yaacov on 4 Jun
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S/8615 Israel. Letter, 4 Jun, informing of a series of Jordanian acts of aggression against Israeli villages, 25 May - 4 Jun
S/8616 Jordan. Letter, 5 Jun, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider the situation resulting from the Israeli aggression against Jordan
S/8617 Israel. Letter, 5 Jun, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider violations of the cease-fire by Jordan
S/8618 Israel. Letter, 5 Jun, requesting participation in debate
S/8626 Israel. Letter, 7 Jun, stating that letter in S/8609 magnifies and distorts the matter of settlement of a small group of Jews in Hebron (also issued as A/7105)
S/8627 Jordan. Letter, 12 Jun, concerning expropriation of Arab lands and buildings in Jerusalem and transmitting "Palestine (Western or Wailing Wall) Order in Council, 1931" (also issued as A/7107)
S/8637 Israel. Letter, 15 Jun, informing of attacks against Israeli villages of Malikye and Manara by Lebanon on 1 and 14 Jun
S/8638 Lebanon. Letter, 15 Jun, reporting shelling of the village of Meis Eljabal by Israel on 14 Jun (also issued as A/7108)
S/8642 Jordan. Letter, 18 Jun, transmitting column from the Times (London) by Michael Adams concerning destruction of three villages by Israel (also issued as A/7109)
S/8643 Syria. Letter, 18 Jun, referring to S/8558, listing settlements established on Syrian territory by Israeli colonizers and calling for the sending of a special representative of the Secretary-General to investigate the situation (also issued as A/7110)
S/8649 Jordan. Letter, 21 Jun, informing of a series of attacks by Israeli forces against Jordanian farms, villages and refugee camps in the Jordan valley, 14 Apr - 10 Jun (also issued as A/7112)
S/8650 United Arab Republic. Letter, 21 Jun, transmitting excerpts from a statement by General Moshe Dayan on 19 Jun (also issued as A/7113)
S/8651 Israel. Letter, 24 Jun, informing of a series of Jordanian acts of aggression against Israeli villages, 6-22 Jun
S/8653 Israel. Letter, 25 Jun, concerning discriminatory treatment and legislation against Jews in Iraq (also issued as A/7114)
S/8654 Israel. Letter, 27 Jun, referring to S/8643 and stating that Syria has refused to maintain contact with the Secretary-General's Special Representative, Ambassador Gunnar Jarring (also issued as A/7115)
S/8656 Jordan. Letter, 27 Jun, concerning report in the Christian Science Monitor describing life in the Jordan valley in the aftermath of recent Israeli attack (also issued as A/7116)
S/8657 Iraq. Letter, 27 Jun, referring to S/8653 and stating that the subject matter of the letter is outside the scope of the item under discussion (also issued as A/7117)
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S/8659 Israel. Letter, 28 Jun, referring to S/8650 and stating that views expressed by General Dayan were personal reflections and not statements of government policy (also issued as A/7119)
S/8661 Israel. Letter, 28 Jun, referring to S/8634 and stating that questions raised have been discussed in great detail in the Security Council and reviving the acrimony generated by them would not serve the interest of peace in the area (also issued as A/7128)
S/8663 Israel. Letter, 1 Jul, referring to S/8656 and observing that incident of 4 Jun was a large-scale artillery attack by Jordan on Israeli villages south of Lake Tiberias (also issued as A/7130)
S/8666 Jordan. Letter, 3 Jul, referring to S/8661 and observing that Israeli authorities are continuing to implement their premeditated plans for the expropriation of more property in Jerusalem (also issued as A/7132)
S/8667 Jordan. Letter, 3 Jul, transmitting report from New York Times of 3 Jun concerning Israeli expropriation of Arab property in Jerusalem and calling for appropriate action by the Secretary-General (also issued as A/7133)
S/8674 Jordan. Letter, 8 Jul, referring to S/8663 and stating that incident of 4 Jun was an organized aggression planned by Israel (also issued as A/7135)
S/8677 & Corr.1 United Arab Republic. Letter, 10 Jul, informing of aggressive act by Israeli armed forces against the civilian inhabitants of Suez on 8 Jul
S/8678 Lebanon. Letter, 11 Jul, transmitting report of one-sided investigation conducted on 12 May in connexion with Lebanese complaint in S/8583
S/8683 Israel. Letter, 17 Jul, referring to S/8674 and stating that only by preventing the use of Jordanian territory for attacks against Israel can the suffering of the civilian population be averted (also issued as A/7137)
S/8685 Jordan. Letter, 18 Jul, transmitting map depicting the location of new Jewish settlements to be established on occupied Arab territory (also issued as A/7139)
S/8686 Syria. Letter, 23 Jul, informing of continuing colonization of Arab territories by Israeli "Nahal Corps" and further inhuman treatment of Arab civilian population (also issued as A/7142)
S/8690 Jordan. Letter, 24 Jul, transmitting report of the Supreme Ministerial Committee for Relief of Displaced Persons and Refugees (also issued as A/7143)
S/8691 Jordan. Letter, 25 Jul, informing of Israeli decision to deport 50,000 Palestinian refugees in Jabalia Camp to the East Bank of Jordan (also issued as A/7144)
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S/8693 Sudan. Letter, 26 Jul, calling upon the Secretary-General to dispatch a special representative to investigate planned expulsion of refugees as reported in S/8554 (also issued as A/7145)
S/8696 Israel. Letter, 28 Jul, referring to S/8685 and stressing that the activities of "Nahal Corps" in new settlements are to assist in ensuring the security of the area and in maintaining the cease-fire (also issued as A/7147)
S/8698 Jordan. Letter, 29 Jul, reporting attempted mass expulsion of refugees by Israeli authorities on 28 and 29 Jul and cease-fire violation on 29 Jul (also issued as A/7148)
S/8699 Secretary-General. Note, 31 Jul, containing exchange of notes between Secretary-General and Israel, Syria, Jordan and United Arab Republic relating to humanitarian assistance in the Middle East in pursuance of Care resolution 237 (1967) and GA resolution 2252 (ES-V) (also issued as A/7149)
S/8700 Israel. Letter, 30 Jul, stating that allegations in S/8691 and S/8693 are false and that no pressure is exerted on Gaza residents to leave the area (also issued as A/7157)
S/8701 Israel. Letter, 31 Jul, referring to S/8698 and stating that the incidents referred to involved students, tourists and Gaza inhabitants and that the cease-fire violation of 29 Jul was caused by Jordanian forces (also issued as A/7158)
S/8706 Argentina. Letter, 1 Aug, rejecting allegations in S/8699 and drawing attention to Argentina's refusal to allow a representative of the Secretary-General to investigate the situation of Jews in Syria (also issued as A/7159)
S/8711 Israel. Letter, 1 Aug, referring to S/8690 concerning the projected humanitarian mission by a representative of the Secretary-General and stating that the problem of displaced persons is direct consequence of Arab aggression (also issued as A/7160)
S/8716 Israel. Letter, 2 Aug, transmitting list of cease-fire violations from Jordanian territory, 23 Jun - 1 Aug
S/8717 Jordan. Letter, 2 Aug, referring to S/8696 and S/8711 and reporting further Israeli settlements in occupied Arab territories (also issued as A/7162)
S/8719 Jordan. Letter, 4 Aug, informing of the bombing by Israeli military aircraft of the area west and south of the City of Salt on the 4 Aug
S/8720 Israel. Letter, 4 Aug, informing of action taken by Israeli aircraft against Jordanian terrorist bases in the area of the City of Salt on 4 Aug
S/8721 Jordan. Letter, 5 Aug, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider situation resulting from Israeli acts of aggression against Jordan
S/8722 Jordan. Letter, 5 Aug, referring to S/8700 and S/8701 and transmitting photostat of a protest by the Mukhtars of Jabalia Camp to the Director of UNRWA in the Gaza Strip against Israeli deportation of refugees (also issued as A/7166)
S/8724 Israel. Letter, 5 Aug, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider violations of the cease-fire by Jordan
S/8725 Israel. Letter, 5 Aug, requesting participation in debate
S/8726 United Arab Republic. Letter, 5 Aug, requesting participation in debate
S/8730 Syria. Letter, 6 Aug, requesting participation in debate
S/8733 Saudi Arabia. Letter, 6 Aug, requesting participation in debate
S/8735 Jordan. Letter, 7 Aug, requesting participation in debate
S/8739 Jordan. Letter, 8 Aug, transmitting photographs of Israeli attacks against the City of Salt reported in S/8719 and S/8721
S/8742 Syria. Letter, 9 Aug, referring to S/8689 and S/8707 and concerning continued Israeli occupation of Arab occupied territories, eviction of refugees and implementation of humanitarian resolutions (also issued as A/7173)
S/8749 Syria. Letter, 16 Aug, informing of increased Israeli colonization of Arab territories and of excavations to be undertaken by Israeli archaeological teams and expressing the utmost gravity with which the Government of Syria views the tour of the Golan Heights by United States Ambassador Ball (also issued as A/7178)
S/8750 Jordan. Letter, 19 Aug, informing of an act of lawlessness by Israeli youth against Arab inhabitants in occupied Jerusalem on 18 Aug and calling for investigation by a special representative of the Secretary-General (also issued as A/7180)
S/8755 Jordan. Letter, 21 Aug, informing of artillery attack by Israeli forces against the northern area of the Jordan valley on 18 Aug
S/8756 Israel. Letter, 21 Aug, referring to S/8750 and informing that the incident of 18 Aug began with three premeditated and planned terror attacks from Jordan (also issued as A/7191)
S/8773 Jordan. Letter, 26 Aug, informing of Israeli attacks against the northern part of the Jordan valley on 23 and 25 Aug
S/8774 Israel. Letter, 26 Aug, informing of a series of military attacks from Jordanian territory against Israeli villages in the Beit Shean and Jordan valleys, 18-25 Aug
S/8787 Jordan. Letter, 28 Aug, informing of a large-scale attack contemplated by Israel against Jordan
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S/8788 Israel. Letter, 28 Aug, informing of an aggressive act by United Arab Republic against Israel in the east side of the Suez Canal on 26 Aug
S/8789 Jordan. Letter, 29 Aug, transmitting a letter from refugees from the villages of Emmaus, Yalo and Beit Nuba (also issued as A/7188)
S/8793 Israel. Letter, 30 Aug, rejecting allegations in S/8787
S/8794 Israel. Letter, 2 Sep, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider the deliberate and planned military attack by the United Arab Republic against Israeli forces on 26 Aug
S/8797 Israel. Letter, 3 Sep, requesting participation in debate
S/8799 United Arab Republic. Letter, 3 Sep, requesting participation in debate
S/8804 Israel. Letter, 5 Sep, informing of infiltration of Syrian soldiers across the cease-fire lines on 30 Aug and 2 Sep
S/8805 Israel. Letter, 8 Sep, requesting resumption of Security Council meetings to consider violations of the cease-fire by United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 8 Sep
S/8806 United Arab Republic. Letter, 8 Sep, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider aggressive acts by Israel against cities of Port Tawfiq, Suez, Ismailia and Kantara
S/8817 Jordan. Letter, 19 Sep, informing of aggressive acts by Israel against civilian inhabitants in the city of Irbid and Gaza Strip on 16 and 17 Sep
S/8818 Israel. Letter, 17 Sep, informing of a series of military attacks from Jordanian territory against Israeli villages in the Beit Shean and Jordan valleys, 28 Aug - 16 Sep
S/8819 Pakistan and Senegal. Letter, 17 Sep, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider the report of the Secretary-General in S/8699
S/8820 Jordan. Letter, 18 Sep, referring to S/8699 concerning humanitarian mission and transmitting protests from Arab leaders and inhabitants of occupied areas to Israeli officials (also issued as A/7234)
S/8822 Jordan. Letter, 18 Sep, requesting participation in debate
S/8825 Israel. Letter, 18 Sep, requesting participation in debate
S/8825 & Rev.1 (English only). Rev.2 Pakistan, Senegal. Draft resolution requesting the Secretary-General to dispatch a special representative to the Arab territories under military occupation by Israel and to report on the implementation of SC resolution 237 (1967)
S/8826 United Arab Republic. Letter, 19 Sep, requesting participation in debate
S/8829 Syria. Letter, 23 Sep, requesting participation in debate
S/8830 Israel. Letter, 23 Sep, informing of a military attack by the United Arab Republic against Israel on the east side of the Suez Canal on 22 Sep
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S/8831 Israel. Letter, 25 Sep, informing of ambush and attack against Israel by United Arab Republic in the Little Bitter Lake area on 25 Sep
S/8837 Iraq. Letter, 30 Sep, referring to S/8837 and stating that a fact-finding mission by a representative of the Secretary-General is needed
S/8845 Jordan. Letter, 10 Oct, informing of Israeli attacks against Jordanian territory on 8 Aug and 4 Sep and of the failure of the Mixed Armistice Commission to investigate the violations (also issued as A/7262)
S/8847 Syria. Letter, 11 Oct, transmitting cables from the Mufti and the religious Islamic corps in Syria and from the representatives of the Christian communities in Syria concerning desecration of Jerusalem by Israeli occupying forces (also issued as A/7266)
S/8848 Israel. Letter, 11 Oct, transmitting telegram from the Associations of Jews from Egypt, Iraq and Syria now in Israel concerning persecution of Jews in Arab countries (also issued as A/7267)
S/8851 Secretary-General. Report, 14 Oct, in accordance with SC resolution 259 (1968) concerning the dispatch of a special representative to the Arab territories under military occupation by Israel
S/8856 Jordan. Letter, 15 Oct, transmitting list of fifty one Israeli cease-fire violations, 5 Aug - 29 Sep (also issued as A/7274)
S/8857 Syria. Letter, 15 Oct, informing of demolition by Israel of houses in Souraman on 18 Sep and in Ahmediyeh on 10 Oct (also issued as A/7275)
S/8862 Israel. Letter, 21 Oct, stating that there is no factual base to Jordanian complaint in S/8845 (also issued as A/7282)
S/8863 Israel. Letter, 21 Oct, stating that demolition of buildings reported by Syria in S/8857 were incidents magnified out of all proportions (also issued as A/7283)
S/8864 Kuwait. Letter, 22 Oct, transmitting photographs and explanatory notes pertaining to conduct of Israeli forces in occupied territories (also issued as A/7287)
S/8865 Israel. Letter, 23 Oct, informing of a series of attacks from Jordanian territory against Israeli villages and citizens. 17 Sep - 23 Oct
S/8868 Israel. Letter, 26 Oct, informing of a violation of the cease-fire by United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 26 Oct
S/8869 Israel. Letter, 26 Oct, informing of violation of the cease-fire by United Arab Republic in the Little Bitter Lake and Port Tawfiq area on 26 Oct
S/8870 United Arab Republic. Letter, 26 Oct, informing of an attack by Israeli forces against the city of Port Tawfiq on 26 Oct
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)
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S/8872 Lebanon. Letter, 28 Oct, informing of shelling by Israel of village of Almajdyiah on 27 Oct (also issued as A/7298)

S/8873 Syria. Letter, 28 Oct, transmitting cables from various organizations concerning violations of human rights and Geneva Conventions in territories occupied by Israel (also issued as A/7297)

S/8874 Lebanon. Letter, 29 Oct, protesting against shelling by Israel of Lebanese border positions near Homine and Al-Malikyan on 28 Oct (also issued as A/7299)

S/8875 Israel. Letter, 29 Oct, informing of participation of Algerian forces in the battle against Israel on 26 Oct

S/8876 Israel. Letter, 30 Oct, referring to S/8873 and stating that its contents do not deserve comment (also issued as A/7300)

S/8877 Israel. Letter, 30 Oct, concerning a series of premeditated attacks against Israel by the United Arab Republic in pursuance of its policy of "preventive" military operations

S/8878 United Arab Republic. Letter, 1 Nov, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider the violation of air space followed by attack by Israeli aircraft against Nablus area on 31 Oct

S/8879 Israel. Letter, 1 Nov, requesting urgent meeting of the Security Council to consider Egyptian acts of aggression against Israel reported in S/8868, S/8869, S/8875 and S/8877

S/8880 Israel. Letter, 1 Nov, requesting participation in debate

S/8882 Saudi Arabia. Letter, 1 Nov, requesting participation in debate


S/8886 Israel. Letter, 5 Nov, informing of the shelling of the area of Ashdot-Yaacov by Israeli army units stationed on the East Bank of the Jordan on 16/17 Oct

S/8887 Syria. Letter, 5 Nov, transmitting cable from the General Union of Syrian Women protesting against persecution of the population of Gaza by the Israeli occupying authorities (also issued as A/7307)

S/8890 Jordan. Letter, 6 Nov, transmitting letter from Mayor of Jerusalem concerning Israeli acts of demolition and change of character of historical and religious buildings in the Holy City (also issued as A/7309)

S/8891 Israel. Letter, 6 Nov, referring to S/8872 and S/8874 and stating that Israel reserves the right to take defensive measures when the cease-fire is violated from the Lebanese side

S/8892 Syria. Letter, 6 Nov, referring to S/8876, and transmitting declaration by eighty five Israeli intellectuals concerning violation of human rights in occupied territories (also issued as A/7315)

S/8893 Syria. Letter, 7 Nov, referring to S/8863 and stating Israel's regard of the humanitarian resolutions, the Geneva Conventions and all norms of international law (also issued as A/7316)

S/8894 Iraq. Letter, 8 Nov, rejecting allegations in S/8886

S/8901 Israel. Letter, 12 Nov, informing of the continued destruction and demolition of houses in the village of Souraman by Israeli occupying forces (also issued as A/7346)

S/8907 Sudan. Note verbale, 28 Nov, transmitting resolution of the Constituent Assembly deploring sale of jet military aircraft to Israel by the United States (also issued as A/7382)

S/8911 Jordan. Letter, 2 Dec, informing of attacks by Israeli armed forces and aircraft against centres of civilian population in the northern part of the Jordan valley, the Al-Hasa and the Kufer Yoba areas and the city of Irbid on 1 and 2 Dec

S/8912 Israel. Letter, 2 Dec, informing of the pact between the Government of Jordan and the terror warfare organizations operating against Israel from Jordan and of Jordanian aggressive acts against Israel, 22 Nov–2 Dec

S/8916 Jordan. Letter, 3 Dec, informing of attacks by Israeli armed forces against Jordanian villages of Kum, Kufor Asad and Sama and the city of Irbid on 2 and 3 Dec

S/8917 Israel. Letter, 3 Dec, informing of artillery attack from Jordanian territory against Israeli villages in the Beit Shean and Jordan valleys on 2–3 Dec

S/8918 Jordan. Letter, 4 Dec, informing of attacks by Israeli military aircraft against Iraqi posts in the Mafraq area, Jordanian posts in the northern area and the Jordan valley area in the East Bank on 4 Dec

S/8919 Israel. Letter, 4 Dec, informing of aggressive acts against Israeli villages in the Beit Shean and Jordan valleys by Iraqi forces stationed in Jordan, 2–4 Dec

S/8923 Jordan. Letter, 9 Dec, informing of arrests and imprisonment of three Jordanian citizens (also issued as A/7382)

S/8928 Syria. Letter, 12 Dec, informing of Israel's plans to increase the number of Israeli settlements on Golan Heights (also issued as A/7390)

S/8929 Jordan. Letter, 12 Dec, transmitting resolution adopted by the Arab Regional Conference on Human Rights calling upon the United Nations to impose sanctions against Israel (also issued as A/7391)

S/8930 Jordan. Letter, 12 Dec, transmitting resolution adopted by the Arab Regional Conference on Human Rights concerning imprisonment of Jordanian citizens under Israeli occupation (also issued as A/7392)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)

Documents (continued)

S/8932 Jordan. Letter, 13 Dec, transmitting memorandum from one hundred and forty-four responsible citizens of the West Bank of Jordan rejecting the continuation of the Israeli occupation and protesting against Israel's policy of aggression and expulsion (also issued as A/7399)

S/8934 Israel. Letter, 16 Dec, informing of violations of the cease-fire by United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 28 and 29 Nov and 11 Dec

S/8945 Jordan. Letter, 18 Dec, transmitting list of cease-fire violations by Israel, 2 Oct - 15 Dec (also issued as A/7450)

S/8951 Jordan. Letter, 30 Dec, informing of aggressive acts by Israel against the areas of Al Shunah Aljanubiya, Um Al-Shurat and King Hussein Bridge on 29 Dec

S/8952 Lebanon. Letter, 30 Dec, requesting participation in debate

S/8955 Saudi Arabia. Letter, 30 Dec, requesting participation in debate


At the 1401st meeting, it was decided to invite Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Morocco and United Arab Republic to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1402nd meeting, it was decided to invite Syria to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1406th meeting, it was decided to invite Saudi Arabia to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

Draft resolution introduced orally by a member of the Secretariat, deploring the loss of life and heavy damage to property; condemning the military action launched by Israel; deploring all violent incidents in violation of the cease-fire; calling upon Israel to desist from acts or actions in contravention of SC resolution 237 (1967); and requesting the Secretary-General to keep the situation under review and to report to the Security Council as appropriate, adopted unanimously at the 1407th meeting as resolution 248 (1968)

At the 1409th meeting, it was decided to invite Israel and Jordan to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1410th meeting, it was decided to invite Syria to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1411th meeting, it was decided to invite Iraq and United Arab Republic to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1412th meeting, it was decided to invite Saudi Arabia to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1412th meeting, the President made a statement that as a result of consultations on this item the Council would remain seized of the situation and keep it under close review

At the 1416th meeting, it was decided to invite Israel and Jordan to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

Draft resolution in S/8563, calling upon Israel to refrain from holding the military parade in Jerusalem on 2 May 1968 and requesting the Secretary-General to report to the Security Council on the implementation of the resolution, adopted unanimously at the 1417th meeting as resolution 250 (1968)

Draft resolution introduced orally by the President, deploring the holding by Israel of the military parade in Jerusalem on 2 May 1968 in disregard of the decision adopted by the Council on 27 Apr 1968, adopted unanimously at the 1420th meeting as resolution 251 (1968)

At the 1421st meeting, it was decided to invite Mr. Rouhi El-Khateeb, the elected Mayor of Jerusalem, to address the Council

Draft resolution in S/8590/Rev.2, deploring the failure of Israel to comply with the General Assembly resolutions 2253 (ES-V) and 2254 (ES-V) of 1967; considering that all measures and actions taken by Israel, including expropriation of land and properties thereon, which tend to change the legal status of Jerusalem are invalid; calling upon Israel to rescind all such measures already taken and to desist forthwith from taking any further action; and requesting the Secretary-General to report to the Council on the implementation of the present resolution, adopted (13-0-2) at the 1426th meeting as resolution 252 (1968)

At the 1434th meeting, it was decided to invite Iraq, Israel, Jordan and United Arab Republic to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1436th meeting, it was decided to invite Saudi Arabia and Syria to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

Draft resolution introduced orally by the Deputy to the Under-Secretary-General for Political and Security Council Affairs, reaffirming SC resolution 248 (1968); deploring the loss of life and heavy damage to property; considering that premeditated and repeated military attacks endanger the maintenance of peace; condemning further military attacks launched by Israel and warning that if such attacks were to be repeated the Council would duly take account of the failure to comply with the present resolution, adopted unanimously at the 1440th meeting as resolution 256 (1968)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)
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At the 1446th meeting, it was decided to invite Israel and United Arab Republic to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

Draft resolution introduced orally by the President, insisting that the cease-fire ordered by the Security Council in its resolutions must be respected; reaffirming its resolution 242 (1967) of 22 Nov 1967 and urging all parties to extend their fullest co-operation to the Special Representative of the Secretary-General in the speedy fulfilment of the mandate entrusted to him under that resolution, adopted (14-0-1) at the 1452nd meeting as resolution 258 (1968)

At the 1453rd meeting, it was decided to invite Israel and United Arab Republic to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1454th meeting, it was decided to invite Syria to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

Draft resolution in S/8825/Rev.2, requesting the Secretary-General to dispatch a special representative to the Arab territories under Israeli occupation and to report on the implementation of resolution 237 (1967); requesting Israel to receive the special representative, to co-operate with him and to facilitate his work; and recommending that the Secretary-General be afforded all co-operation in his efforts to bring about the implementation of the present resolution and resolution 237 (1967), adopted (12-0-3) at the 1454th meeting as resolution 259 (1968)

At the 1456th meeting, it was decided to invite Israel, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Republic to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1460th meeting, it was decided to invite Syria to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1461st meeting, it was decided to invite Saudi Arabia to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

Draft resolution introduced orally by the Under-Secretary-General for Political and Security Council Affairs, condemning Israel for its premeditated military action; warning Israel that if such acts were to be repeated, the Council would have to consider further steps to give effect to its decisions; and considering that Lebanon is entitled to appropriate redress for the destruction it suffered, the responsibility for which has been acknowledged by Israel, adopted unanimously at the 1462nd meeting as resolution 262 (1968)

-- cease-fire, 1967: violations

Documents

S/7930/Add.62 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning cease-fire violations on 25 and 26 Jan

S/7930/Add.63 (& Corr.1, English, French, Spanish only) Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning incidents and developments relating to the evacuation of the stranded ships in the Suez Canal

S/7930/Add.64 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff informing of the cease-fire appeal to Israel and Jordan

S/7930/Add.65 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning responses from Israel and Jordan to the cease-fire appeal

S/7930/Add.66 Secretary-General. Supplemental information concerning new outbreak of fighting between Israel and Jordan on 29 Mar

S/7930/Add.67 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 27 Apr

S/7930/Add.68 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the firing incident reported in S/7930/Add.67

S/7930/Add.69 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 22 May

S/7930/Add.70 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 15 Jun

S/7930/Add.71 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 8 Jul

S/7930/Add.72 & Corr.1 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 23 Jun

S/7930/Add.73 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 26 Aug

S/7930/Add.75 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning two firing incidents between Israel and Syria on 30 Aug and 2 Sep

S/7930/Add.76 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the incident of 26 Aug reported in S/7930/Add.74
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Documents (continued)

S/7930/Add.77 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the incident of 2 Sep reported in S/7930/Add.75
S/7930/Add.78 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 8 Sep
S/7930/Add.79 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the incident of 8 Sep reported in S/7930/Add.78
S/7930/Add.80 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning explosion and firing incidents in the Suez Canal sector on 10 Sep
S/7930/Add.81 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the incidents reported in S/7930/Add.80
S/7930/Add.82 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning firing incidents between Israel and United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 11 Sep
S/7930/Add.83 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning casualties and material damage suffered during the firing on 8 Sep
S/7930/Add.84 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning firing incidents in the Suez Canal and Israel-Syria sectors on 13 Sep
S/7930/Add.85 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning a firing incident between Israel and Syria on 14 Sep
S/7930/Add.86 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff transmitting letters to Israel and United Arab Republic protesting against the damage to UNTSO installations and property reported in S/7930/Add.83
S/7930/Add.87 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the incident in the Suez Canal sector reported in S/7930/Add.84
S/7930/Add.88 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the cease-fire observation operations in the Suez Canal sector on 23 Sep
S/7930/Add.89 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff transmitting replies from Israel and United Arab Republic to the letters protesting against the damage to UNTSO installations and property on 8 Sep
S/7930/Add.90 & Corr.1, 2 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the names and locations of the posts established for the cease-fire observation operations
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)
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S/7930/Add.106 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning observance of the cease-fire in the Suez Canal sector on 11 Dec
S/7930/Add.107 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning aggressive acts by Israel at the Beirut airport on 29 Dec.
S/7930/Add.108 Secretary-General. Supplemental information from UNTSO Chief of Staff concerning the incident at the Beirut airport reported in S/7930/Add.107

S/8321 Jordan. Letter, 2 Jan, informing of violations of SC resolution 237 (1967) by Israel on 1 Jan (also issued as A/7032).
S/8322 Israel. Letter, 2 Jan, rejecting allegations in S/8311 (also issued as A/7033).
S/8325 Israel. Letter, 5 Jan, rejecting allegations in S/8321 (also issued as A/7055).
S/8329 Israel. Letter, 8 Jan, concerning exchange of fire between Israel and Jordan near the villages of Kfar Ruppin, Maoz Hayim and Tirat Zvi on 8 Jan.
S/8340 Israel. Letter, 15 Jan, informing of cease-fire violations by Jordan near the city of Elat on 5 and 13 Jan.
S/8361 Jordan. Letter, 26 Jan, rejecting allegations in S/8359 (also issued as A/7046).
S/8364 Israel. Letter, 26 Jan, submitting additional information to S/8359.
S/8368 Jordan. Letter, 30 Jan, informing of cease-fire violations by Israel against the village of Al-Bagoorah on 29 and 30 Jan (also issued as A/7047).
S/8369 United Arab Republic. Letter, 30 Jan, informing of cease-fire violations by Israel on 21 Jan during the survey of Suez Canal.
S/8378 United Arab Republic. Letter, 1 Feb, concerning the release of ships stranded in the Suez Canal and the cease-fire violations by Israel on 30 Jan.
S/8379 Israel. Letter, 2 Feb, replying to S/8368 and informing of cease-fire violation by Jordan on 29 Jan (also issued as A/7050).
S/8383 Israel. Letter, 6 Feb, replying to S/8373 and S/8380 concerning conditions and cease-fire violations in the Gaza Strip (also issued as A/7053).
S/8385 Israel. Letter, 7 Feb, concerning clearance of stranded ships from the Suez Canal.
S/8387 Israel. Letter, 8 Feb, informing of cease-fire violations by Jordan near Damya Bridge and Allenby Bridge on 8 Feb.
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)
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Documents (continued)

S/8498 India, Pakistan, Senegal. Draft resolution condemning military action by Israel in violation of the cease-fire resolutions (not pressed to a vote at the 1407th meeting)

S/8501 Mongolia. Letter, 25 Mar, condemning Israeli attack against Jordan on 21 Mar (also issued as A/7078)


S/8510 Israel. Letter, 29 Mar, rejecting allegations in S/8505 and informing of attack by Jordanian forces against Israeli territory in the Beit Shean area on 29 Mar

S/8511 Israel. Letter, 29 Mar, supplying additional information concerning Jordanian aggression reported in S/8510

S/8512 Jordan. Letter, 29 Mar, informing of artillery attack by Israel against the East Bank of Jordan on 29 Mar

S/8515 Israel. Letter, 29 Mar, supplying additional information concerning Jordanian attack on Israeli villages and the civilian population in the upper Jordan valley on 29 Mar

S/8516 Jordan. Letter, 29 Mar, requesting urgent meeting of the Security Council to consider situation resulting from Israeli act of aggression on 29 Mar

S/8517 Israel. Letter, 29 Mar, requesting urgent meeting of the Security Council

S/8533 Jordan. Letter, 8 Apr, informing of cease-fire violations and of aggressive acts by Israeli armed forces in the area south of the Dead Sea on 8 Apr

S/8535 Israel. Letter, 8 Apr, informing of cease-fire violations by Jordan in the Jordan valley and Dead Sea area on 8 Apr

S/8556 Israel. Letter, 23 Apr, concerning armed attacks, incursions and sabotage raids by Arab States against Israel

S/8559 Jordan. Letter, 24 Apr, rejecting allegations in S/8556 and stating that self-defence and national resistance are the answer to illegal occupation

S/8578 Jordan. Letter, 6 May, informing of a series of violations of Jordanian air space by Israeli military aircraft, 2 Jan - 2 Apr (also issued as A/7094)

S/8579 Jordan. Letter, 6 May, informing of cease-fire violations by Israel on 8 and 11 Apr (also issued as A/7095)

S/8582 Israel. Letter, 9 May, referring to S/8571 and informing of belligerency and violations of GA and SC resolutions by United Arab Republic including cease-fire violations by commandos from Jordan on 25 Apr (also issued as A/7097)

S/8583 Lebanon. Letter, 12 May, informing of attacks by Israel against Lebanese village of Hula on 11/12 May

S/8585 Israel. Letter, 14 May, referring to S/8583 informing of armed attacks by Lebanon against Israeli villages of Manara and Margaliyyot on 7 and 12 May
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S/8683 Israel. Letter, 17 Jul, referring to S/8674 and stating that only by preventing the use of Jordanian territory for attacks against Israel can the suffering of the civilian population be averted (also issued as A/7137)

S/8694 Israel. Letter, 28 Jul, referring to S/8685 and stressing that the activities of "Nahal Corps" in new settlements are to assist in ensuring the security of the area and in maintaining the cease-fire (also issued as A/7147)

S/8698 Jordan. Letter, 29 Jul, reporting attempted mass expulsion of refugees by Israeli authorities on 28 and 29 Jul and cease-fire violations on 29 Jul (also issued as A/7148)

S/8701 Israel. Letter, 31 Jul, referring to S/8698 and stating that the incidents referred to involved students, tourists and Gaza inhabitants and that the cease-fire violation of 29 Jul was caused by Jordanian forces (also issued as A/7158)

S/8716 Israel. Letter, 2 Aug, transmitting list of cease-fire violations from Jordanian territory, 23 Jun - 1 Aug

S/8719 Jordan. Letter, 4 Aug, informing of the bombing by Israeli military aircraft of the areas west and south of the City of Salt on 4 Aug

S/8720 Israel. Letter, 4 Aug, informing of action taken by Israeli aircraft against Jordanian terrorist bases in the City of Salt area on 4 Aug

S/8721 Jordan. Letter, 5 Aug, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider situation resulting from Israeli acts of aggression against Jordan

S/8724 Israel. Letter, 5 Aug, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider violations of the cease-fire by Jordan

S/8739 Jordan. Letter, 8 Aug, transmitting photographs of Israeli attacks against the City of Salt reported in S/8719 and S/8721


S/8755 Jordan. Letter, 21 Aug, informing of artillery attack by Israeli forces against the northern area of the Jordan valley on 16 Aug

S/8773 Jordan. Letter, 26 Aug, informing of Israeli attacks against the northern part of the Jordan valley on 23 and 25 Aug

S/8774 Israel. Letter, 26 Aug, informing of a series of military attacks from Jordanian territory against Israeli villages in the Beit Shean and Jordan valleys, 16-25 Aug

S/8787 Jordan. Letter, 28 Aug, informing of a large-scale attack contemplated by Israel against Jordan

SUBJECT INDEX
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Documents (continued)

S/8788 Israel. Letter, 28 Aug, informing of an aggressive act by United Arab Republic against Israel in the east side of the Suez Canal on 26 Aug

S/8793 Israel. Letter, 30 Aug, rejecting allegations in S/8787

S/8794 Israel. Letter, 2 Sep, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider the deliberate and planned military attack by the United Arab Republic against Israeli forces on 26 Aug

S/8804 Israel. Letter, 5 Sep, informing of infiltration of Syrian soldiers across the cease-fire lines on 30 Aug and 2 Sep

S/8805 Israel. Letter, 8 Sep, requesting resumption of Security Council meetings to consider violations of the cease-fire by United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 8 Sep

S/8806 United Arab Republic. Letter, 8 Sep, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider aggressive acts by Israel against cities of Port Tawfiq, Suez, Ismailia and Kantara

S/8818 Israel. Letter, 17 Sep, informing of a series of military attacks from Jordanian territory against Israeli villages in the Beit Shean and Jordan valleys, 25 Aug - 15 Sep

S/8831 Israel. Letter, 25 Sep, informing of ambush and attack against Israel by United Arab Republic in the Little Bitter Lake area on 25 Sep

S/8845 Jordan. Letter, 10 Oct, informing of Israeli attacks against Jordanian territory on 8 Aug and 4 Sep and of the failure of the Mixed Armistice Commission to investigate the violations (also issued as A/7262)

S/8856 Jordan. Letter, 15 Oct, transmitting list of fifty-one Israeli cease-fire violations, 5 Aug - 29 Sep (also issued as A/7274)

S/8862 Israel. Letter, 21 Oct, stating that there is no factual base to Jordanian complaint in S/8845 (also issued as A/7282)

S/8865 Israel. Letter, 23 Oct, informing of a series of attacks from Jordanian territory against Israeli villages and citizens, 17 Sep - 23 Oct

S/8868 Israel. Letter, 26 Oct, informing of a violation of the cease-fire by United Arab Republic in the Suez Canal sector on 26 Oct

S/8869 Israel. Letter, 26 Oct, informing of a violation of the cease-fire by United Arab Republic in the Little Bitter Lake and Port Tawfiq area on 26 Oct

S/8870 United Arab Republic. Letter, 26 Oct, informing of an attack by Israeli forces against the city of Port Tawfiq on 26 Oct

S/8872 Lebanon. Letter, 28 Oct, informing of shelling by Israel of village of Almajydiah on 27 Oct (also issued as A/7298)
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S/8874 Lebanon. Letter, 29 Oct, protesting against shelling by Israel of Lebanese border positions near Moniyah and Al-Malikyah on 28 Oct (also issued as A/7299)
S/8875 Israel. Letter, 29 Oct, informing of participation of Algerian forces in the battle against Israel on 26 Oct
S/8877 Israel. Letter, 30 Oct, concerning a series of premeditated attacks against Israel by the United Arab Republic in pursuance of its policy of "preventive" military operations
S/8878 United Arab Republic. Letter, 1 Nov, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider the violation of air space followed by attack by Israeli aircraft against Nag Hamadi area on 31 Oct
S/8879 Israel. Letter, 1 Nov, requesting urgent meeting of the Security Council to consider Egyptian acts of aggression against Israel reported in S/8868, S/8869, S/8875 and S/8877
S/8886 Israel. Letter, 5 Nov, informing of the shelling of the area of Ashdot-Yaacov by Iraqi army units stationed on the East Bank of the Jordan on 16/17 Oct
S/8891 Israel. Letter, 6 Nov, referring to S/8872 and S/8874 and stating that Israel reserves the right to take defensive measures when the cease-fire is violated from the Lebanese side
S/8894 Iraq. Letter, 8 Nov, rejecting allegations in S/8886
S/8892 Israel. Letter, 18 Nov, referring to S/8894 and commenting on the attitude of Iraq towards the cease-fire
S/8911 Jordan. Letter, 2 Dec, informing of attacks by Israeli armed forces and aircraft against centres of civilian population in the northern part of the Jordan valley, the Al-Hasa and the Kufer-Yoba areas and the city of Irbid on 1 and 2 Dec
S/8912 Israel. Letter, 2 Dec, informing of the pact between the Government of Jordan and the terror warfare organizations operating against Israel from Jordan and of Jordanian aggressive acts against Israel, 22 Nov - 2 Dec
S/8916 Jordan. Letter, 3 Dec, informing of attacks by Israeli armed forces against Jordanian villages of Kum, Kufor Asad and Samna and the city of Irbid on 2 and 3 Dec
S/8917 Israel. Letter, 3 Dec, informing of artillery attack from Jordanian territory against Israeli villages in the Beih Shean and Jordan valleys on 2-3 Dec
S/8918 Jordan. Letter, 4 Dec, informing of attacks by Israeli military aircraft against Iraqi posts in the Mafrqa area, Jordanian posts in the northern area and the Jordan valley area in the East Bank on 4 Dec
S/8919 Israel. Letter, 4 Dec, informing of aggressive acts against Israeli villages in the Beih Shean and Jordan valleys by Iraqi forces stationed in Jordan, 2-4 Dec

Discussion in Security Council: Meetings 1401-1407, 1409-1412, 1434-1440, 1446-1449, 1451, 1452, 1456, 1457, 1460-1462
At the 1401st meeting, it was decided to invite Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Morocco and United Arab Republic to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question
At the 1402nd meeting, it was decided to invite Syria to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question
At the 1406th meeting, it was decided to invite Saudi Arabia to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question
Draft resolution introduced orally by a member of the Secretariat, deploring the loss of life and heavy damage to property; condemning the military action launched by Israel; deploring all violent incidents in violation of the cease-fire; calling upon Israel to desist from acts or activities in contravention of SC resolution 237 (1967); and requesting the Secretary-General to keep the situation under review and to report to the Security Council meeting to consider the violation of the cease-fire by Israel on 28 Dec
At the 1407th meeting as resolution 248 (1968); deploring the loss of life and heavy damage to property; condemning the military action launched by Israel; deploring all violent incidents in violation of the cease-fire; calling upon Israel to desist from acts or activities in contravention of SC resolution 237 (1967); and requesting the Secretary-General to keep the situation under review and to report to the Security Council meeting to consider the violation of the cease-fire by Israel on 28 Dec
At the 1409th meeting, it was decided to invite Israel and Jordan to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question
At the 1410th meeting, it was decided to invite Syria to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question
At the 1411th meeting, it was decided to invite Iraq and United Arab Republic to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question
At the 1412th meeting, it was decided to invite Saudi Arabia to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question
At the 1412th meeting, the President stated that as a result of consultations on this item, the Council would remain seized of the situation and keep under close review.
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)
-- cease-fire, 1967: violations (continued)

Discussion in Security Council (continued)

At the 1434th meeting, it was decided to invite Iraq, Israel, Jordan and United Arab Republic to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1436th meeting, it was decided to invite Saudi Arabia and Syria to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

Draft resolution introduced orally by the Deputy to the Under-Secretary-General for Political and Security Council Affairs, reaffirming SC resolution 248 (1968); deploiring the loss of life and heavy damage to property; considering that premeditated and repeated military attacks endanger the maintenance of the peace; condemning further military attacks launched by Israel and warning that if such attacks were to be repeated the Council would duly take account of the failure to comply with the present resolution, adopted unanimously at the 1440th meeting as resolution 256 (1968)

At the 1446th meeting, it was decided to invite Israel and United Arab Republic to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

Draft resolution introduced orally by the President, insisting that the cease-fire ordered by the Security Council in its resolutions must be respected; reaffirming its resolution 242 (1967) of 22 Nov 1967 and urging all parties to extend their fullest co-operation to the Special Representative of the Secretary-General in the speedy fulfilment of the mandate entrusted to him under that resolution, adopted (14-0-1) at the 1452nd meeting as resolution 258 (1968)

At the 1456th meeting, it was decided to invite Israel, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Republic to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1460th meeting, it was decided to invite Israel and Lebanon to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1461st meeting, it was decided to invite Saudi Arabia to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

Draft resolution introduced orally by the Under-Secretary-General for Political and Security Council Affairs, condemning Israel for its premeditated military action; warning Israel that if such acts were to be repeated, the Council would have to consider further steps to give effect to its decisions; and considering that Lebanon is entitled to appropriate redress for the destruction it suffered, the responsibility for which has been acknowledged by Israel, adopted unanimously at the 1462nd meeting as resolution 262 (1968)

-- humanitarian assistance

Documents

S/8322 Israel. Letter, 2 Jan, rejecting allegations in S/8311 (also issued as A/7039)

S/8344 United Arab Republic. Letter, 18 Jan, informing of Israeli acts of torture and murder against civilians in the occupied territories (also issued as A/7039)

S/8346 Secretary-General. Letter, 19 Jan, replying to S/8344 (also issued as A/7040)

S/8349 Israel. Letter, 22 Jan, rejecting allegations in S/8344 (also issued as A/7041)

S/8352 Secretary-General. Letter, 22 Jan, replying to S/8349 (also issued as A/7042)

S/8354 Lebanon. Letter, 23 Jan, informing of oppressive actions by Israel against refugees from Jerusalem and other occupied territories (also issued as A/7044)


S/8580 United Arab Republic. Letter, 2 Feb, transmitting articles published in The Guardian and The Observer concerning Israeli intimidation of Arab refugees and civilians in the Gaza Strip (also issued as A/7051)

S/8382 Secretary-General. Letter, 5 Feb, acknowledging receipt of S/8354 (also issued as A/7052)

S/8384 Secretary-General. Letter, 5 Feb, acknowledging receipt of S/8373 (also issued as A/7054)

S/8435 Secretary-General. Note, 2 Mar, transmitting report from UNRWA Commissioner-General concerning enlargement of refugee problems due to incidents of 8 and 15 Feb (also issued as A/7060)

S/8550 Syria. Letter, 14 Apr, protesting against continued expulsion of civilian population from Syrian occupied territory and the establishment by Israel of Nahal colonies in the cease-fire area

S/8555 Secretary-General. Note on implementation of GA resolution 2252 (ES-V) and SC resolution 237 (1967) proposing appointment of a representative to report on humanitarian assistance (also issued as A/7085)

S/8558 Israel. Letter, 24 Apr, rejecting allegations in S/8550

S/8588 United Arab Republic. Letter, 16 May, concerning forced emigration of refugees from the Gaza Strip and reporting violations by Israel of rights of Arab civilian population (also issued as A/7099)

S/8607 Israel. Letter, 31 May, concerning discrimination and repressive legislation against Jews in Iraq (also issued as A/7102)

S/8610 Iraq. Letter, 3 Jun, refusing allegations in S/8607 and stating that contents of that letter are outside the scope of the item under discussion (also issued as A/7104)

S/8643 Syria. Letter, 18 Jun, referring to S/8558, listing settlements established on Syrian territory by Israeli colonizers and calling for sending of a special representative of the Secretary-General to investigate the situation (also issued as A/7110)
MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)
-- humanitarian assistance (continued)

Documents (continued)
S/8653 Israel. Letter, 25 Jun, concerning discriminatory treatment and legislation against Jews in Iraq (also issued as A/7114)
S/8654 Israel. Letter, 27 Jun, referring to S/8643 and stating that Syria has refused to maintain contact with the Secretary-General's Special Representative, Ambassador Gunnar Jarring (also issued as A/7115)
S/8656 Jordan. Letter, 27 Jun, concerning report in the Christian Science Monitor describing life in the Jordan valley in the aftermath of recent Israeli attack (also issued as A/7116)
S/8657 Iraq. Letter, 27 Jun, referring to S/8653 and stating that the subject matter of the letter is outside the scope of the item under discussion (also issued as A/7117)
S/8690 Jordan. Letter, 24 Jul, transmitting report of the Supreme Ministerial Committee for Relief of Displaced Persons and Refugees (also issued as A/7143)
S/8699 Secretary-General. Note, 31 Jul, containing exchange of notes between Secretary-General and Israel, Syria, Jordan and United Arab Republic relating to humanitarian assistance in the Middle East in pursuance of SC resolution 237 (1967) and GA resolution 2252 (ES-V) (also issued as A/7149)
S/8711 Israel. Letter, 1 Aug, referring to S/8690, concerning the projected humanitarian mission by a representative of the Secretary-General and stating that the problem of displaced persons is direct consequence of Arab aggression (also issued as A/7160)
S/8742 Syria. Letter, 9 Aug, referring to S/8689 and S/8707 and concerning continued Israeli occupation of Arab occupied territories, eviction of refugees and implementation of humanitarian resolutions (also issued as A/7173)
S/8750 Jordan. Letter, 19 Aug, informing of an act of lawlessness by Israeli youth against Arab inhabitants in occupied Jerusalem on 18 Aug and calling for investigation by a special representative of the Secretary-General (also issued as A/7180)
S/8819 Pakistan and Senegal. Letter, 17 Sep, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider the report of the Secretary-General in S/8699
S/8820 Jordan. Letter, 18 Sep, referring to S/8699 concerning humanitarian mission and transmitting protests from Arab leaders and inhabitants of occupied areas to Israeli officials (also issued as A/7234)
S/8825 (Rev.1, English only), Rev.2 Pakistan, Senegal. Draft resolution requesting the Secretary-General to dispatch a special representative to the Arab territories under military occupation by Israel and to report on the implementation of SC resolution 237 (1967)

SUBJECT INDEX

MIDDLE EAST SITUATION (continued)
-- humanitarian assistance (continued)

Documents (continued)
S/8844 Israel. Letter, 9 Oct, referring to S/8837 and stating that a fact-finding mission by a representative of the Secretary-General is needed
S/8848 Israel. Letter, 11 Oct, transmitting telegram from the Associations of Jews from Egypt, Iraq and Syria now in Israel concerning persecution of Jews in Arab countries (also issued as A/7267)
S/8851 Secretary-General. Report, 14 Oct, in accordance with SC resolution 259 (1968) concerning the dispatch of a special representative to the Arab territories under military occupation by Israel

Discussion in Security Council: Meetings 1453, 1454
At the 1453rd meeting, it was decided to invite Israel, Jordan and United Arab Republic to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question
At the 1454th meeting, it was decided to invite Syria to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question
Draft resolution in S/8825/Rev.2, requesting the Secretary-General to dispatch a special representative to the Arab territories under Israeli occupation and to report on the implementation of SC resolution 237 (1967); requesting Israel to receive the special representative, to co-operate with him and to facilitate his work; and recommending that the Secretary-General be afforded all co-operation in his efforts to bring about the implementation of the present resolution and resolution 237 (1967), adopted (12-0-3) at the 1454th meeting as resolution 259 (1968)

MOROCCO
-- Security Council, participation in
Documents
S/8490 Morocco. Letter, 21 Mar, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation

NAMIBIA QUESTION
See also South West Africa question
Documents
S/8635 Secretary-General. Letter, 12 Jun, transmitting GA resolution 2372 (XXII)
S/8729 UN Council for Namibia: President. Letter, 5 Aug, concerning forcible removal of non-white Namibians from Windhoek to new segregated area of Katutura
S/8737 & Add.1-6 Secretary-General. Report on implementation of GA resolution 2372 (XXII) (also issued as A/7171 & Add.1-3)
S/8846 UN Council for Namibia: President. Letter, 10 Oct, informing of the continuing efforts by South Africa to destroy the unity of the people and territorial integrity of Namibia
NAMIBIA QUESTION (continued)

Documents (continued)

S/8908 (& Corr.1, English and French only) UN Council for Namibia: President. Letter, 27 Nov, concerning appeals of thirty-one Namibians sentenced in South Africa (also issued as A/7364)
S/8943 Secretary-General. Letter, 23 Dec, transmitting GA resolution 2403 (XXIII)

NEAR AND MIDDLE EAST
See Middle East situation

NEPAL
-- representatives: credentials

Documents
S/8950 Secretary-General. Report

NIGERIA
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8356 Nigeria. Letter, 25 Jan, requesting participation in debate on South West Africa question
S/8413 Nigeria. Letter, 15 Feb, requesting participation in debate on South West Africa question

NON-NUCLEAR-WEAPON STATES: See Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States

NUCLEAR AGGRESSION
-- assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States

Documents
S/8630 USSR, United Kingdom, United States. Letter, 12 Jun, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider the draft resolution concerning measures to be taken to safeguard the security of non-nuclear-weapon States in conjunction with their adherence to the Treaty
S/8631 USSR, United Kingdom, United States. Draft resolution concerning the intention expressed by certain States to provide or support assistance to any non-nuclear-weapon State, Party to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapon, and reaffirming the inherent right of individual and collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United Nations until the Security Council has taken measures to maintain international peace and security

Discussion in Security Council: Meetings 1430, 1431, 1433
Draft resolution in S/8631, concerning the intention expressed by certain States to provide or support assistance to any non-nuclear-weapon State, Party to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, and reaffirming the inherent right of individual and collective self-defence if an armed attack

NUCLEAR AGGRESSION (continued)
-- assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States (continued)

Discussion in Security Council (continued)

occurs against a Member of the United Nations until the Security Council has taken measures to maintain international peace and security, adopted (10-0-5) at the 1433rd meeting as resolution 255 (1968)

NUCLEAR WEAPONS
-- non-proliferation: Treaty, 1968: security assurances

See Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States

PACIFIC ISLANDS UNDER UNITED STATES ADMINISTRATION

Documents
S/8620 Secretary-General. Note, 6 Jun, transmitting the report of the United States Government on the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, 1966/1967
S/8713 (SCOR, 23rd year, special suppl. no.1) Trusteeship Council. Report on the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands covering the period from 1 Jul 1967 to 19 Jun 1968

PAKISTAN
-- representatives: credentials

Documents
S/8303, S/8676 Secretary-General. Reports

PALESTINE QUESTION
See Middle East situation

PARAGUAY
-- representatives: credentials

Documents
S/8314, S/8345 Secretary-General. Reports

PEACE AND SECURITY
-- assurances to non-nuclear-weapon States

See Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States

POLAND
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8766 Poland. Letter, 22 Aug, requesting participation in debate on Czechoslovak situation

PORTUGAL
-- overseas territories

See Territories under Portuguese administration

PORTUGAL and CONGO (DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC)
See Congo (Democratic Republic) and Portugal

PORTUGAL and ZAMBIA

Documents
S/8895 Zambia. Letter, 8 Nov, informing of an aggressive act by Portuguese armed forces against Zambian territory near the Mozambique border on 6 Nov
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SUBJECT INDEX

PUEBLO INCIDENT
See Korea (Democratic People's Republic): seizure of USS Pueblo

SAUDI ARABIA
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8499 Saudi Arabia. Letter, 23 Mar, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8530 Saudi Arabia. Letter, 4 Apr, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8733 Saudi Arabia. Letter, 7 Aug, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8882 Saudi Arabia. Letter, 1 Nov, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8955 Saudi Arabia. Letter, 30 Dec, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation

SECURITY COUNCIL
-- agenda: summary statements

Documents
S/8319 as of 30 Dec 1967
S/8325 as of 6 Jan 1968
S/8339 as of 15 Jan
S/8347 as of 22 Jan
S/8367 as of 27 Jan
S/8381 as of 5 Feb
S/8396 as of 12 Feb
S/8424 as of 17 Feb
S/8428 as of 24 Feb
S/8435 as of 2 Mar
S/8450 as of 9 Mar
S/8465 as of 16 Mar
S/8502 as of 23 Mar
S/8525 as of 30 Mar
S/8534 as of 6 Apr
S/8544 as of 15 Apr
S/8555 as of 20 Apr
S/8564 as of 27 Apr
S/8575 as of 4 May
S/8584 as of 11 May
S/8589 as of 18 May
S/8595 as of 25 May
S/8612 as of 1 Jun
S/8627 as of 8 Jun
S/8636/Rev. 1 as of 15 Jun
S/8652 as of 22 Jun
S/8662 as of 29 Jun
S/8673 as of 6 Jul
S/8679 as of 13 Jul
S/8687 as of 20 Jul
S/8695 as of 27 Jul
S/8747 as of 10 Aug
S/8753 as of 17 Aug
S/8778 as of 24 Aug
S/8796 as of 31 Aug
S/8807 as of 7 Sep
S/8815 as of 14 Sep
S/8828 as of 21 Sep
S/8836 as of 28 Sep
S/8842 as of 5 Oct
S/8852 as of 12 Oct

SECURITY COUNCIL (continued)
-- agenda: summary statements (continued)

Documents (continued)
S/8861 as of 19 Oct
S/8871 as of 26 Oct
S/8885 as of 2 Nov
S/8896 as of 9 Nov
S/8898 as of 16 Nov
S/8905 as of 23 Nov
S/8910 as of 30 Nov
S/8921 as of 7 Dec
S/8933 as of 14 Dec
S/8941 as of 21 Dec
S/8948 as of 28 Dec

-- communications received

Documents
Secretariat. Communications received from private individuals and non-governmental bodies relating to matters of which the Security Council is seized:
S/NC/186 as of 6 Feb
S/NC/187 as of 8 May
S/NC/188 as of 17 Jul
S/NC/189 as of 16 Dec

-- members: representatives, 1968: credentials

Algeria
Azouit, Hadj Benabdellah S/8337, S/8351
Bouattoura, Towfik S/8337, S/8351

Brazil
Aradjo Castro, João Augusto de S/8680
Baena Soares, João Clemente S/8854
Desata, Quintino S. S/8363

Canada
Freifeld, Sidney Allan S/8500, S/8536

Hungary
Csatorday, Károly S/8508
Tardos, József S/8602
Zador, Endre S/8602

Pakistan
Pasha, S.A. S/8303
Shahi, Agha S/8303
Yunus, Mohammad S/8676

Paraguay
Avila, Manuel S/8314
Jara Recalde, Victor Manuel S/8314
Lopez, Miguel Solano S/8345

Senegal
Boyé, Ibrahim S/8519
Ciss, Abdou S/8521
Diop, Ousmane Socé S/8300
M'Bengue, Abdou Salam S/8606

Union of Soviet Socialist Republic
Levonovich, Viktor S/8551
Malik, Yakov A. S/8464
Mendelevich, Lev Isaakievich S/8514
Tarasov, Nikolai C. S/8566

United States
Ball, George W. S/8665
Wiggins, James Russell S/8855

-- members: representatives, 1969: credentials

Colombia
Turbay Ayala, Julio César S/8942
SUBJECT INDEX

SECURITY COUNCIL (continued)
-- members: representatives, 1969: credentials (continued)

Finland
Jakobson, Max S/8953
Pastinen, Iikka S/8953

Nepal
Khatri, Padma Bahadur S/8950

Spain
Canadas, Gabriel S/8949
Piniés y Rubio, Jaime de S/8936

Zambia
Manda, I.R.B. S/8956
Mubita, Wamunyima S/8956

-- members: representatives: credentials: review

Documents
S/8365 & Corr.1 Secretary-General. Report on the practice of the Security Council regarding the credentials of its members

Discussion in Security Council: Meetings 1387, 1390

-- participation by other than members of the Council

Cyprus situation
(i) Communications concerning participation in the debate:
Cyprus S/8471, S/8644, S/8926
Greece S/8472, S/8641, S/8925
Turkey S/8467, S/8640, S/8922
(ii) Invitations to representatives to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question:
Cyprus, Greece, Turkey: decisions taken at the 1398th, 1432nd and 1459th meetings

Czechoslovak situation
(i) Communications concerning participation in the debate:
Czechoslovakia S/8760, S/8768
Bulgaria S/8762
Poland S/8766
Yugoslavia S/8771
(ii) Invitations to representatives to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question:
Czechoslovakia: decision taken at the 1441st meeting
Bulgaria: decision taken at the 1442nd meeting
Poland: decision taken at the 1443rd meeting
Yugoslavia: decision taken at the 1444th meeting

Haiti situation
(i) Communications concerning participation in the debate:
Haiti S/8593
(ii) Reports by the Secretary-General on credentials
Haiti S/8594
(iii) Invitation to representatives to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question:
Haiti: decision taken at the 1427th meeting

SECURITY COUNCIL (continued)
-- participation by other than members of the Council (continued)

Middle East situation
(i) Communications concerning participation in the debate:
Iraq S/8489, S/8527, S/8727
Lebanon S/8952
Morocco S/8490
Saudi Arabia S/8499, S/8530, S/8733, S/8882, S/8955
Syria S/8491, S/8522, S/8730, S/8829

(ii) Invitations to representatives to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question:
Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Morocco, United Arab Republic: decision taken at the 1401st meeting
Syria: decision taken at the 1402nd meeting
Saudi Arabia: decision taken at the 1403rd meeting
Israel, Jordan: decision taken at the 1405th meeting
Syria: decision taken at the 1410th meeting
Israel, United Arab Republic: decision taken at the 1411th meeting
Syria: decision taken at the 1412th meeting
Israel, Jordan: decision taken at the 1416th meeting
Iraq, Israel, Jordan, United Arab Republic: decision taken at the 1434th meeting
Syria, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Republic: decision taken at the 1436th meeting
Syria: decision taken at the 1437th meeting
Israel, Jordan, United Arab Republic: decision taken at the 1453rd meeting
Syria: decision taken at the 1454th meeting
Israel, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Republic: decision taken at the 1455th meeting
Syria: decision taken at the 1456th meeting
Israel, Lebanon: decision taken at the 1461st meeting

South West Africa question
(i) Communications concerning participation in the debate:
Chile S/8403
Colombia S/8422
Guyana S/8401
Indonesia S/8407
Nigeria S/8356, S/8413
Turkey S/8402
United Arab Republic S/8415
Yugoslavia S/8408
Zambia S/8418
SUBJECT INDEX

SECURITY COUNCIL (continued)
-- participation by other than members of the Council (continued)

South West Africa question (continued)

(ii) Invitations to representatives to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question:
Nigeria: decision taken at the 1387th meeting
Chile: Guyana, Indonesia, Turkey, United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, Zambia: decision taken at the 1391st meeting
Colombia: decision taken at the 1392nd meeting

Southern Rhodesia: independence: unilateral declaration

(i) Communications concerning participation in the debate:
Jamaica S/8455
Zambia S/8469

(ii) Invitations to representatives to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question:
Jamaica, Zambia: decision taken at the 1399th meeting

-- report to the General Assembly, 1967/1968

Discussion in Security Council: Meeting 1455 (private)
The Council approved the draft report

-- resolutions
S/INF/23 Collected edition of decisions and resolutions

Texts of resolutions issued separately in mimeographed form as follows:
S/RES/247, 254, 261 Cyprus situation
(S/RES/260 (1968) Equatorial Guinea: United Nations, admission to
S/RES/248, 250, 251, 252, 256, 258, 259, 262 (1968) Middle East situation
S/RES/255 (1968) Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States
S/RES/245, 246 (1968) South West Africa question
S/RES/257 (1968) Swaziland: United Nations, admission to

SENEGAL
-- representatives: credentials

Documents
S/8300, 8519, 8521, 8906 Secretary-General. Reports

SOUTH AFRICA
-- race problems: apartheid

Documents
S/8931 Secretary-General. Letter, 12 Dec, transmitting GA resolution 2396 (XXIII)

SOUTH WEST AFRICA QUESTION
See also Namibia question

Documents
S/8353 & Add.1 UN Council for South West Africa: President. Letters, 23 and 25 Jan, concerning the trial of South Africans being carried on in South Africa
S/8355 & Add.1, 2 Afghanistan, Algeria, Burundi, Cambodia, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Ceylon, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Democratic Republic), Cyprus, Dahomey, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Japan, Jordan, Kenya, Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Nepal, Niger, Nigeria, Pakistan, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Thailand, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, Uganda, United Arab Republic, United Republic of Tanzania, Upper Volta, Yemen, Yugoslavia, Zambia. Letter, 24 Jan, urging the Security Council to take immediately effective and appropriate measures to ensure that South Africa complies with GA resolutions and releases and repatriates South West Africans being tried in South Africa
S/8356 Nigeria. Letter, 25 Jan, requesting participation in debate
S/8357 & Add.1-8, Add.9 & Add.9/Corr.1, Add.10-26 Secretary-General. Report on implementation of para. 3 of GA resolution 2324 (XXII) by Member States, specialized agencies and inter-governmental organizations (also issued as A/7045 & Add.1-8, Add.9 & Add.9/Corr.1, Add.10-26)
S/8370 South Africa. Letter, 30 Jan, replying to telegram from the Secretary-General concerning trial of South African prisoners
S/8397 Chile, Colombia, Guyana, India, Indonesia, Nigeria, Pakistan, Turkey, United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, Zambia. Letter, 12 Feb, requesting urgent meeting of the Security Council
S/8398 & Add.1, Add.1/Rev.1, Add.2 Afghanistan, Algeria, Colombia, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Ceylon, Chad, Congo (Brazzaville), Congo (Democratic Republic), Cyprus, Dahomey, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Iran, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Japan,
SOUTH WEST AFRICA QUESTION (continued)

Documents (continued)

S/8398 & Add.1, Add.1/Rev.1, Add.2 (continued)
Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Nepal, Niger, Philippines, Rwanda, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Singapore, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Thailand, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Upper Volta, Yemen. Letter, 12 Feb, requesting urgent meeting of the Security Council to consider the situation resulting from the trial of South West Africans in South Africa.

S/8399 Secretary-General. Report in pursuance of SC resolution 245 (1968)

S/8401 Guyana. Letter, 14 Feb, requesting participation in debate

S/8402 Turkey. Letter, 14 Feb, requesting participation in debate

S/8403 Chile. Letter, 15 Feb, requesting participation in debate

S/8407 Indonesia. Letter, 15 Feb, requesting participation in debate

S/8408 Yugoslavia. Letter, 15 Feb, requesting participation in debate

S/8410 Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: Chairman. Letter, 15 Feb, transmitting text of consensus of the Special Committee, adopted 15 Feb

S/8411 Commission on Human Rights: Chairman. Letter, 15 Feb, transmitting text of consensus reached by the Commission on 9 Feb

S/8413 Nigeria. Letter, 15 Feb, requesting participation in debate

S/8414 Trinidad and Tobago. Letter, 15 Feb, supporting request in S/8397 for urgent meeting of the Security Council

S/8415 United Arab Republic. Letter, 16 Feb, requesting participation in debate


S/8418 Zambia. Letter, 16 Feb, requesting participation in debate

S/8421 Colombia. Letter, 15 Feb, requesting participation in debate

S/8429 Algeria, Brazil, Ethiopia, India, Pakistan, Paraguay, Senegal. Draft resolution concerning release and repatriation of South West Africans being tried in South Africa

S/8506 & Add.1-4 Secretary-General. Report in pursuance of SC resolution 246 (1968) (includes replies from Member States)

S/8524 UN Council for South West Africa: President. Letter, 1 Apr, informing of the forthcoming visit of the Council members to South West Africa

SOUTH WEST AFRICA QUESTION (continued)

Documents (continued)

S/8543 UN Council for South West Africa: President. Telegram, 11 Apr, referring to S/8524 and informing of developments concerning the visit to South West Africa

S/8548 UN Council for South West Africa: President. Telegram, 13 Apr, referring to SC resolutions 245 and 246 (1968) and informing of sentencing of another South West African by South Africa

S/8600 & Rev.1 UN Council for South West Africa: President. Letter, 27 May, transmitting declaration adopted by the Council on 22 May concerning establishment of native homelands in South West Africa (also issued as A/7101)

Discussion in Security Council: Meetings 1387, 1390-1397

At the 1387th meeting, it was decided to invite Nigeria to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

Draft resolution agreed upon through informal consultations between members of the Council and announced by the President, condemning the refusal of the Government of South Africa to comply with GA resolution 2324 (XXII); calling upon that Government to discontinue the trial of South West Africans and to release and repatriate them; inviting all States to exert their influence to induce South Africa to comply with the GA resolution; and requesting the Secretary-General to report to the Council at the earliest possible date on implementation of this resolution, adopted unanimously without vote at the 1387th meeting as resolution 245 (1968)

At the 1391st meeting, it was decided to invite Chile, Guyana, Indonesia, Turkey, United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia and Zambia to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

At the 1392nd meeting, it was decided to invite Colombia to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

Draft resolution in S/8429, as revised after consultation, censoring the Government of South Africa for its flagrant defiance of SC resolution 245 (1968); demanding release and repatriation of South West Africans being tried; calling upon all States to cooperate with the Security Council to obtain compliance by South Africa with the provisions of the present resolution; deciding that the Council will meet to determine upon effective steps or measures in the event of failure on the part of South Africa to comply with the resolution; and requesting the Secretary-General to follow closely the implementation of the resolution and to report to the Council no later than 31 Mar 1968, adopted unanimously at the 1397th meeting as resolution 246 (1968)
SOUTHERN RHODESIA

-- independence: unilateral declaration

Documents

S/8442 Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation to the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: Chairman. Letter, 7 Mar, transmitting text of resolution adopted by the Special Committee at its 581st meeting, concerning the execution of three Africans in Southern Rhodesia

S/8443 Commission on Human Rights: Chairman. Letter, 7 Mar, transmitting text of consensus adopted by the Commission at its 986th meeting, concerning the execution of three Africans in Southern Rhodesia

S/8444 Guyana. Note verbale, 7 Mar, concerning the execution of three Africans in Southern Rhodesia

S/8447 Ireland. Letter, 6 Mar, concerning the execution of Rhodesian political prisoners

S/8448 Jamaica. Note verbale, 8 Mar, concerning the execution of three Africans in Southern Rhodesia

S/8454 Algeria, Botswana, Burundi, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo ( Brazzaville), Congo (Democratic Republic), Dahomey, Ethiopia, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Libya, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Togo, Tunisia, Uganda, United Arab Republic, United Republic of Tanzania, Upper Volta, Zambia. Letter, 12 Mar, requesting urgent meeting of the Security Council to examine the situation in Southern Rhodesia

S/8455 Jamaica. Letter, 12 Mar, supporting urgent meeting of the Security Council and requesting participation in debate

S/8457 Chad. Letter, 12 Mar, concerning the execution of three Africans in Southern Rhodesia

S/8460 Morocco. Cable, 9 Mar, denouncing the execution of three Africans in Southern Rhodesia

S/8465 Trinidad and Tobago. Letter, 12 Mar, supporting request in S/8454 for urgent meeting of the Security Council

S/8469 Zambia. Letter, 13 Mar, requesting participation in debate

S/8474 Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation to the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: Chairman. Letter, 19 Mar, transmitting his statement to the 590th meeting of the Special Committee concerning the situation in Southern Rhodesia

S/8476 ( & Corr.1, English and French only) Botswana. Letter, 19 Mar, supporting request in S/8454 but stating that Botswana does not advocate the use of force against Southern Rhodesia

S/8477 Lesotho. Letter, 19 Mar, supporting request in S/8454 but stating that Lesotho does not advocate the use of force against Southern Rhodesia

S/8480 Israel. Letter, 19 Mar, concerning the execution of Rhodesian political prisoners

S/8481 Portugal. Letter, 20 Mar, informing of financial losses suffered by the Province of Mozambique as a result of measures taken against Southern Rhodesia

S/8485 USSR. Letter, 20 Mar, condemning the execution of three Africans in Southern Rhodesia

S/8497 Sudan. Note verbale, 20 Mar, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia

S/8503 Sudan. Letter, 21 Mar, condemning the execution of Rhodesian political prisoners

S/8504 Hungary. Letter, 26 Mar, transmitting statement of the German Democratic Republic concerning the execution of three Africans in Southern Rhodesia

S/8513 Burundi. Letter, 26 Mar, concerning the execution of Africans in Southern Rhodesia and urging the use of force by the United Kingdom against Southern Rhodesia

S/8523 Barbados. Letter, 1 Apr, condemning the execution of Rhodesian political prisoners

S/8529 Somalia. Letter, 29 Mar, concerning its position with regard to Southern Rhodesia

S/8531 Finland. Letter, 2 Apr, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia

S/8532 Madagascar. Note verbale, 3 Apr, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia

S/8539 & Corr.1 Belgium. Note verbale, 2 Apr, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia

S/8542 India. Note verbale, 5 Apr, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia

S/8545 ( & Corr.1, English only) Algeria, Ethiopia, India, Pakistan, Senegal. Draft resolution calling inter alia upon the Government of the United Kingdom to take immediately all requisite measures to stop the execution of political prisoners in Southern Rhodesia

S/8554 United Kingdom. Draft resolution calling upon all States to take additional measures and sanctions against Southern Rhodesia

S/8557 Luxembourg. Note verbale, 18 Apr, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia

S/8560 Rwanda. Letter, 2 May, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia

S/8601 Draft resolution [calling upon all States Members of the United Nations to take all necessary measures to sever economic relations and communications with Southern Rhodesia]

S/8603 USSR. Amendments to S/8601 (rejected at the 1428th meeting)
SOUTHERN RHODESIA (continued)

-- independence: unilateral declaration (continued)

Documents (continued)

S/8686 United Kingdom. Letter, 16 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8702 Denmark. Note verbale, 24 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8705 Greece. Note verbale, 24 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8709 Austria. Note verbale, 31 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8710 Sweden. Letter, 1 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8714 United states. Letter, 1 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8715 Finland. Letter, 31 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8718 Japan. Letter, 2 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8723 Kenya. Note verbale, 2 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8728 Madagascar. Note verbale, 1 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8731 Turkey. Letter, 6 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8732 Pakistan. Note verbale, 1 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8734 Norway. Note verbale, 30 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8735 Syria. Note verbale, 5 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8736 USSR. Note verbale, 31 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8738 Byelorussian SSR. Note verbale, 7 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8740 Chile. Letter, 26 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8743 Ukrainian SSR. Note verbale, 8 Aug, concerning its position with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8744 New Zealand. Note verbale, 7 Aug, concerning the position of Western Samoa with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8751 Poland. Note verbale, 5 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8752 Senegal. Letter, 12 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8754 Singapore. Note verbale, 15 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8757 Brazil. Letter, 20 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8775 Israel. Note verbale, 13 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8776 Canada. Note verbale, 23 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8779 Belgium. Letter, 27 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8786 & Add.1-4 Secretary-General. Report, 28 Aug, in pursuance of SC resolution 253 (1968) concerning the situation in Southern Rhodesia
S/8791 Australia. Note verbale, 23 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8792 New Zealand. Letter, 29 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8795 Mongolia. Note verbale, 30 Aug, concerning position with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8809 France. Note verbale, 30 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8811 Luxembourg. Letter, 9 Sep, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8821 United Kingdom. Letter, 18 Sep, informing of compliance with SC resolution 221 (1966) concerning prevention of the arrival at Beira of vessels believed to be carrying oil destined for Rhodesia
S/8824 Ghana. Note verbale, 12 Sep, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8827 Malta. Note verbale, 6 Sep, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8838 Madagascar. Note verbale, 23 Sep, concerning position with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8853 Denmark. Note verbale, 9 Oct, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8897 Secretary-General. Letter, 14 Nov, transmitting GA resolution 2382 (XXIII)
S/8913 Portugal. Letter, 2 Dec, concerning the communications from the Portuguese Government relating to SC resolution 221 (1966)
S/8915 & Corr.1 Libya. Letter, 25 Nov, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8920 (& Corr.1, English only) USSR. Letter, 6 Dec, transmitting text of statement by the Telegraph Agency of the Soviet Union (TASS)
S/8954 Committee Established in Pursuance of Resolution 253 (1968). Report
SOUTHERN RHODESIA (continued)
-- independence: unilateral declaration (continued)

Discussion in Security Council: Meetings 1399, 1400, 1408, 1413, 1415, 1428
At the 1399th meeting, it was decided to invite Jamaica and Zambia to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question.
Draft resolution in S/8601, read by the President, deciding that all States Members of the United Nations shall prevent: imports of all commodities and products originating in Southern Rhodesia; any activities or dealings by their nationals, in such commodities or products; any transfer of funds to Southern Rhodesia for such activities; trans-shipment of any products to or from Southern Rhodesia; sale or supply of any commodities or products to Southern Rhodesia (except for certain medical and educational supplies and, in special humanitarian circumstances, foodstuffs); that they shall not make available to the regime or any Southern Rhodesian enterprises, any investment funds of other resources, and shall prevent their nationals from making available such resources except payments for pensions or medical, humanitarian or educational purposes; that they shall prevent the entry, save on humanitarian grounds, of any person travelling on a Southern Rhodesian passport, and prevent their airlines from operating to and from Southern Rhodesia; emphasizing the need for the withdrawal of all consular and trade representation in Southern Rhodesia; ensuring those States which have persisted in trading with the regime in Southern Rhodesia; urging States Members to render moral and material assistance to the people of Southern Rhodesia to achieve their freedom; requesting States Members and international organizations to extend, as a matter of priority, economic assistance to Zambia; calling upon States Members to report to the Secretary-General by 1 Aug 1968 on measures taken to implement the present resolution; requesting the Secretary-General to report to the Council on the progress of the implementation not later than 1 Sep 1968; deciding to establish a committee of the Council to observe the trade and other activities of Member States with Southern Rhodesia and to report to the Council; requesting the United Kingdom to give maximum assistance to the committee; and deciding to maintain this item on the agenda for further action, adopted unanimously at the 1428th meeting as resolution 253 (1968)

-- sanctions

Documents
S/8601 Draft resolution [calling upon all States Members of the United Nations to take all necessary measures to sever economic relations and communications with Southern Rhodesia]
S/8603 USSR. Amendments to S/8601 (rejected at the 1428th meeting)

SOUTHERN RHODESIA (continued)
-- sanctions (continued)

Documents (continued)
S/8686 United Kingdom. Letter, 16 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8702 Denmark. Note verbale, 31 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8705 Greece. Note verbale, 24 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8709 Austria. Note verbale, 31 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8710 Sweden. Letter, 1 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8714 United States. Letter, 1 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8715 Finland. Letter, 31 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8718 Japan. Letter, 2 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8723 Kenya. Note verbale, 2 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8728 Madagascar. Note verbale, 1 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8731 Turkey. Letter, 6 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8732 Pakistan. Note verbale, 1 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8734 Norway. Note verbale, 30 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8735 Syria. Note verbale, 5 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8736 USSR. Note verbale, 31 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8738 Byelorussian SSR. Note verbale, 7 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8740 Chile. Letter, 26 Jul, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8751 Poland. Note verbale, 5 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8752 Senegal. Letter, 12 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8754 Singapore. Note verbale, 15 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8757 Brazil. Letter, 20 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8775 Israel. Note verbale, 13 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
SOUTHERN RHODESIA (continued)
-- sanctions (continued)

Documents (continued)

S/8776 Canadá. Note verbale, 23 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8779 Belgium. Letter, 27 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8786 & Add.1-3 Secretary-General. Report, 28 Aug, in pursuance of SC resolution 253 (1968) concerning the situation in Southern Rhodesia
S/8791 Australia. Note verbale, 23 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8792 New Zealand. Letter, 29 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8809 France. Note verbale, 30 Aug, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8811 Luxembourg. Letter, 9 Sep, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8824 Ghana. Note verbale, 12 Sep, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8827 Malta. Note verbale, 6 Sep, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8853 Denmark. Note verbale, 9 Oct, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8915 & Corr.1 Libya. Letter, 25 Nov, concerning measures taken with regard to Southern Rhodesia
S/8954 Committee Established in Pursuance of Resolution 253 (1968). Report

Discussion in Security Council: Meeting 1428
Draft resolution in S/8601, deciding that all States Members of the United Nations shall prevent: imports of all commodities and products originating in Southern Rhodesia; any activities or dealings by their nationals, in such commodities or products; any transfer of funds to Southern Rhodesia for such activities; trans-shipment of any products to or from Southern Rhodesia; sale or supply of any commodities or products to Southern Rhodesia (except for certain medical and educational supplies and, in special humanitarian circumstances, foodstuffs); that they shall not make available to the regime or any Southern Rhodesian enterprises, any investment funds of other resources, and shall prevent their nationals from making available such resources except payments for pensions or medical, humanitarian or educational purposes; that they shall prevent the entry, save on humanitarian grounds, of any person travelling on a Southern Rhodesian passport, and prevent their airlines from operating to and from Southern Rhodesia; emphasizing the need for the withdrawal of all consular and trade representation in Southern Rhodesia; ensuring those States which have persisted in trading with the regime in Southern Rhodesia; urging States Members to render moral and material assistance to the people of Southern Rhodesia to achieve their freedom; requesting States Members and international organizations to extend, as a matter of priority, economic assistance to Zambia; calling upon States Members to report to the Secretary-General by 1 Aug 1968 on measures taken to implement the present resolution; requesting the Secretary-General to report to the Council on the progress of the implementation not later than 1 Sep 1968; deciding to establish a committee of the Council to observe the trade and other activities of Member States with Southern Rhodesia and to report to the Council; requesting the United Kingdom to give maximum assistance to the committee; and deciding to maintain this item on the agenda for further action, adopted unanimously at the 1428th meeting as resolution 253 (1968)

SPAIN
-- representatives: credentials

Documents
S/8936, S/8949 Secretary-General. Reports

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL IN CAMBODIA AND THAILAND (de Ribbing)

See also Cambodia and Thailand

Documents
S/8420 Secretary-General. Letter, 15 Feb, announcing termination of assignment of Special Representative in Cambodia and Thailand

SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL TO THE MIDDLE EAST (Jarring)

See also Middle East situation

Documents
S/8309/Add.1 Secretary-General. Report, 17 Jan, on the progress of the efforts of the Special Representative since 22 Dec 1967
S/8309/Add.2 Secretary-General. Report, 29 Mar, on the progress of the efforts of the Special Representative since 16 Jan 1968
S/8309/Add.3 Secretary-General. Report, 29 Jul, on the progress of the efforts of the Special Representative since 29 Mar 1968
S/8309/Add.4 Secretary-General. Report, 3 Dec, on the progress of the efforts of the Special Representative since 29 Jul 1968

SUEZ CANAL
-- clearance, 1968

See also Middle East situation

Documents
S/7930/Add.63 (& Corr.1, English, French and Spanish only) Secretary-General. Special report on incidents and developments relating to the evacuation of the stranded ships in the Suez Canal
SUEZ CANAL (continued)
-- clearance, 1968 (continued)

Documents (continued)
S/8359 United Arab Republic. Letter, 30 Jan, reporting cease-fire violations by Israel on 21 Jan during the Suez Canal survey
S/8378 United Arab Republic. Letter, 1 Feb, concerning the release of ships stranded in the Suez Canal and the cease-fire violation by Israel on 30 Jan
S/8385 Israel. Letter, 7 Feb, concerning clearance of stranded ships from the Suez Canal

SWAZILAND
-- United Nations, admission to

Documents
S/8808 Swaziland. Letter, 6 Sep, applying for membership in the United Nations
S/8810 Algeria, Canada, Ethiopia, India, Pakistan, Senegal, United Kingdom. Draft resolution recommending admission of Swaziland to membership

Discussion in Security Council: Meeting 1450
Draft resolution in S/8810, recommending admission of Swaziland to membership in the United Nations, adopted unanimously at the 1450th meeting as resolution 257 (1968)

SYRIA
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8491 Syria. Letter, 21 Mar, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8522 Syria. Letter, 1 Apr, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8730 Syria. Letter, 6 Aug, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8829 Syria. Letter, 23 Sep, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation

TERRITORIES UNDER PORTUGUESE ADMINISTRATION
-- self-government or independence

Documents
S/8658 Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: Chairman. Letter, 26 Jun (A/AC.109/292)
S/8835 Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: Chairman. Letter, 23 Sep (A/AC.109/292)
S/8924 Secretary-General. Letter, 6 Dec, transmitting GA resolution 2395 (XXIII)

THAILAND and CAMBODIA
See Cambodia and Thailand

TREATY ON THE NON-PROLIFERATION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS, 1968
See Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States

TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL
-- report, 1967/1968 S/8713 (SCOR, 23rd year, special suppl. no.1)

See Pacific Islands under United States administration for discussion

TURKEY
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8402 Turkey. Letter, 14 Feb, requesting participation in debate on South West Africa question
S/8467 Turkey. Letter, 18 Mar, requesting participation in debate on Cyprus situation
S/8640 Turkey. Letter, 18 Jun, requesting participation in debate on Cyprus situation
S/8922 Turkey. Letter, 9 Dec, requesting participation in debate on Cyprus situation

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
-- representatives: credentials

Documents
S/8464, S/8514, S/8551, S/8566 Secretary-General. Reports

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC
-- Security Council, participation in

Documents
S/8415 United Arab Republic. Letter, 16 Feb, requesting participation in debate on South West Africa question
S/8488 United Arab Republic. Letter, 21 Mar, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8526 United Arab Republic. Letter, 2 Apr, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8726 United Arab Republic. Letter, 5 Aug, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8799 United Arab Republic. Letter, 3 Sep, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8826 United Arab Republic. Letter, 19 Sep, requesting participation in debate on Middle East situation
S/8878 Saudi Arabia. Letter, 1 Nov, requesting meeting of the Security Council to consider violation of air space followed by attack by Israeli aircraft against Nag Hamadi area on 31 Oct

UNITED NATIONS
-- Members: admission

Documents
S/8376 Security Council: President. Letter, 31 Jan, concerning convening of the Committee on the Admission of New Members to consider the question of "micro-States"
S/8437 Security Council: President. Letter, 29 Feb, concerning convening of the Committee on the Admission of New Members to consider the question of "micro-States"
S/8466 Mauritius. Letter, 12 Mar, applying for membership
UNITED NATIONS (continued)
-- Members: admission (continued)

**Documents (continued)**

S/8520 Security Council: President. Letter, 29 Mar, concerning convening of the Committee on the Admission of New Members to consider the question of "micro-States"

S/8547 & Rev.1, Rev.1/Add.1 Algeria, Canada, Ethiopia, India, Pakistan, Senegal, United Kingdom. Draft resolution recommending admission of Mauritius to membership

S/8808 Swaziland. Letter, 6 Sep, applying for membership

S/8810 Algeria, Canada, Ethiopia, India, Pakistan, Senegal, United Kingdom. Draft resolution recommending admission of Swaziland to membership


United Nations Peace-Keeping Force in Cyprus (continued)

**Documents (continued)**

S/8622 & Corr.1 Secretary-General. Report, 11 Jun, on United Nations operation in Cyprus for the period 9 Mar to 7 Jun 1968

S/8639 Draft resolution calling for extension of UNFICYP for six months ending 15 Dec 1968

S/8664 Secretary-General. Letter, 27 Jun, appealing for contributions for the maintenance of UNFICYP until 15 Dec 1968

S/8802 Greece. Letter, 3 Sep, transmitting the contribution to UNFICYP for the period from 26 Jun to 26 Dec 1968

S/8914 Secretary-General. Report, 4 Dec, on United Nations operation in Cyprus for the period 8 Jun to 2 Dec 1968

**Discussion in Security Council:** Meetings 1398, 1432, 1459

At the 1398th, 1432nd and 1459th meetings, it was decided to invite Cyprus, Greece and Turkey to participate, without vote, in the consideration of the question

Draft resolution introduced orally by the Under-Secretary-General, Department of Political and Security Council Affairs, urging the parties concerned to act with the utmost restraint and to continue determined co-operative efforts to achieve the objectives of the Security Council and extending the stationing in Cyprus of UNFICYP until 26 Jun 1968, adopted unanimously at the 1398th meeting as resolution 247 (1968)

Draft resolution in S/8639, urging the parties concerned to act with the utmost restraint and to continue determined co-operative efforts to achieve the objectives of the Security Council and extending the stationing in Cyprus of UNFICYP until 15 Dec 1968, adopted unanimously at the 1432nd meeting as resolution 254 (1968)

Draft resolution introduced orally by the Under-Secretary-General, Department of Political and Security Council Affairs, urging the parties concerned to act with the utmost restraint and to continue efforts to achieve the objectives of the Security Council and extending the stationing in Cyprus of UNFICYP until 15 Jun 1969, adopted unanimously at the 1459th meeting as resolution 261 (1968)

**UNITED NATIONS PEACE-KEEPING FORCE IN CYPRUS**

**Documents**

S/8665, S/8855 Secretary-General. Reports

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
-- representatives: credentials

**Documents**

S/8665, S/8855 Secretary-General. Reports

UNITED STATES and CAMBODIA

See Cambodia situation

UNITED STATES and KOREA (DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC)

See Korea (Democratic People's Republic): seizure of USS Pueblo
SUBJECT INDEX

VIET-NAM (REPUBLIC) and CAMBODIA
See Cambodia situation

VIET-NAM SITUATION
Documents
S/8833 Philippines. Letter, 25 Sep, transmitting letter from the Republic of Viet-Nam appealing for direct negotiations between South and North Viet-Nam

YUGOSLAVIA
-- Security Council, participation in
Documents
S/8408 Yugoslavia. Letter, 16 Feb, requesting participation in debate on South West Africa question
S/8771 Yugoslavia. Letter, 23 Aug, requesting participation in debate on Czechoslovak situation

ZAMBIA
-- representatives: credentials
Documents
S/8356 Zambia. Note verbale, 31 Dec, concerning credentials
-- Security Council, participation in
Documents
S/8418 Zambia. Letter, 16 Feb, requesting participation in debate on South West Africa question
S/8450 Zambia. Letter, 13 Mar, requesting participation in debate on question of Southern Rhodesia

ZAMBIA and PORTUGAL
See Portugal and Zambia

Parthasarathi, G. S/PV.1392, 1396, 1398, 1400, 1402, 1411, 1414, 1428, 1429, 1433, 1450, 1454, 1458, 1460
Index to Speeches

ALGERIA

Czechoslovak situation  S/PV.1441-1443
Equatorial Guinea: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1458
Kennedy, Robert F. (United States): tribute to  S/PV.1429
Mauritius: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1414
Middle East situation  S/PV.1402, 1403, 1407, 1409, 1410, 1417-1419, 1421, 1454, 1435, 1436, 1440, 1448, 1449, 1451-1454, 1456, 1457, 1460-1462
Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States  S/PV.1433
South West Africa question  S/PV.1387, 1392, 1395
Southern Rhodesia: independence: unilateral declaration  S/PV.1399
Swaziland: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1450

Speeches by representatives
Azzout, H.B.  S/PV.1448-1453
Benkaci, A.  S/PV.1460-1462
Bouattoura, T.  S/PV.1387, 1390, 1392, 1395, 1399, 1402, 1403, 1407, 1409, 1410, 1414, 1417-1419, 1421, 1429, 1453, 1458, 1440-1443, 1454, 1456-1458

BRAZIL

Czechoslovak situation  S/PV.1441, 1442
Equatorial Guinea: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1458
Haiti situation  S/PV.1427
Kennedy, Robert F. (United States): tribute to  S/PV.1429
Lie, Trygve (Norway): tribute to  S/PV.1462
Mauritius: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1414
Middle East situation  S/PV.1403, 1407, 1410, 1426, 1437, 1440, 1449, 1452, 1454, 1457, 1462
Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States  S/PV.1433
South West Africa question  S/PV.1387, 1392, 1395
Southern Rhodesia: independence: unilateral declaration  S/PV.1408
Swaziland: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1450

Speeches by representatives
Araujo Castro, J.A. de  S/PV.1437, 1440-1442, 1449, 1450, 1452, 1454, 1457, 1458, 1462
Carvalho Silos, G. de  S/PV.1392, 1395, 1403, 1407, 1408, 1435
Deseta, Q.S.  S/PV.1387
Sette Camara, J.  S/PV.1410, 1426, 1427, 1429
Souza e Silva, C.A. de  S/PV.1414

BULGARIA

Czechoslovak situation  S/PV.1443, 1445

Speeches by representatives
Tarabanov, M.  S/PV.1443, 1445

CANADA

Cyprus situation  S/PV.1398, 1459
Czechoslovak situation  S/PV.1441-1445
Equatorial Guinea: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1458
Kennedy, Robert F. (United States): tribute to  S/PV.1429
Korea (DPR): seizure of USS Pueblo  S/PV.1389
Lie, Trygve (Norway): tribute to  S/PV.1461
Mauritius: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1414
Middle East situation  S/PV.1403, 1407, 1410, 1417, 1421, 1426, 1435, 1440, 1449, 1452, 1454, 1457, 1460-1462
Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States  S/PV.1431

Speeches by representatives
Beaulieu, P.A.  S/PV.1435, 1440
Ignatieff, G.  S/PV.1387, 1389, 1391, 1397, 1398, 1400, 1403, 1407, 1410, 1414, 1417, 1421, 1426, 1428, 1429, 1431, 1441-1445, 1449, 1452, 1454, 1457-1462

CHILE

South West Africa question  S/PV.1391

Speeches by representatives
Pinera, J.  S/PV.1391

CHINA

Czechoslovak situation  S/PV.1442
Equatorial Guinea: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1458
Kennedy, Robert F. (United States): tribute to  S/PV.1429
Middle East situation  S/PV.1403, 1417, 1437, 1454, 1461
Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States  S/PV.1433
South West Africa question  S/PV.1387, 1392
Southern Rhodesia: independence: unilateral declaration  S/PV.1400, 1428
Swaziland: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1450

Speeches by representatives
Chang, C.M.  S/PV.1450, 1461
Liu, C.  S/PV.1387, 1392, 1403, 1408, 1417, 1428, 1429, 1433, 1437, 1442, 1454, 1458

COLOMBIA

South West Africa question  S/PV.1393

Speeches by representatives
Herran-Medina, A.  S/PV.1393
INDEX TO SPEECHES

CYPRUS

Cyprus situation  S/PV.1398, 1459

*Speeches by representatives*
   Rossides, Z.  S/PV.1398, 1459

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Czechoslovak situation  S/PV.1441, 1443, 1445

*Speeches by representatives*
   Hájek, J.  S/PV.1445
   Mužík, J.  S/PV.1441, 1443

EL-KHATEEB, ROUHI

See Jerusalem, Mayor of

ETHIOPIA

Cyprus situation  S/PV.1459

Czechoslovak situation  S/PV.1444, 1445

Equatorial Guinea: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1458

Kennedy, Robert F. (United States): tribute to  S/PV.1429

Korea (DPR): seizure of USS Pueblo  S/PV.1389

Mauritius: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1387

Middle East situation  S/PV.1402, 1411, 1417, 1439, 1449, 1454, 1457, 1462

Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States  S/PV.1433

South West Africa question  S/PV.1387, 1392, 1394, 1397

Southern Rhodesia: independence: unilateral declaration  S/PV.1399, 1413, 1428

Swaziland: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1450

*Speeches by representatives*
   Makonnen, L.E.  S/PV.1387, 1389, 1392, 1394, 1397, 1399, 1402, 1411, 1413, 1414, 1417, 1428, 1429, 1433, 1439, 1444, 1445, 1449, 150, 1454, 1457-1459, 1462

FRANCE

Cyprus situation  S/PV.1398, 1459

Czechoslovak situation  S/PV.1441, 1444, 1445

Equatorial Guinea: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1458

Kennedy, Robert F. (United States): tribute to  S/PV.1429

Lie, Trygve (Norway): tribute to  S/PV.1462

Mauritius: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1414

Middle East situation  S/PV.1402, 1407, 1410, 1417, 1435, 1440, 1449, 1454, 1457, 1460, 1462

Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States  S/PV.1430


South West Africa question  S/PV.1387, 1391, 1397

Southern Rhodesia: independence: unilateral declaration  S/PV.1400, 1428

Swaziland: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1450

*Speeches by representatives*
   Berard, A.  S/PV.1387, 1391, 1397, 1398, 1400, 1402, 1407, 1410, 1414, 1417, 1428, 1450, 1441, 1444, 1445, 1449, 1450, 1454, 1457-1459
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Cyprus situation  S/PV.1398, 1459

*Speeches by representatives*
   Bitsios, D.S.  S/PV.1398, 1459

GUAYANA

South West Africa question  S/PV.1391

*Speeches by representatives*
   Braithwaite, E.R.  S/PV.1391

HAITI

Haiti situation  S/PV.1427

*Speeches by representatives*
   Bonhomme, A.  S/PV.1427

HUNGARY

Cyprus situation  S/PV.1398, 1432

Czechoslovak situation  S/PV.1441-1445

Equatorial Guinea: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1458

Kennedy, Robert F. (United States): tribute to  S/PV.1429

Korea (DPR): seizure of USS Pueblo  S/PV.1389

Mauritius: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1414

Middle East situation  S/PV.1402, 1407, 1409, 1417, 1436, 1449, 1454, 1457, 1460, 1462

Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States  S/PV.1431

South West Africa question  S/PV.1387, 1391, 1396, 1397

Southern Rhodesia: independence: unilateral declaration  S/PV.1408, 1428

Swaziland: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1450

*Speeches by representatives*
   Csatorday, K.  S/PV.1387, 1389, 1391, 1396-1398, 1402, 1407-1409, 1414, 1417, 1428, 1429, 1431, 1432, 1454, 1457, 1458, 1460, 1462
   Tardos, J.  S/PV.1436, 1441-1445, 1449, 1450

INDIA

Cyprus situation  S/PV.1398

Czechoslovak situation  S/PV.1441

Equatorial Guinea: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1458

Kennedy, Robert F. (United States): tribute to  S/PV.1429

Mauritius: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1414

Middle East situation  S/PV.1402, 1411, 1417, 1437, 1454, 1460

Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States  S/PV.1433

South West Africa question  S/PV.1387, 1392, 1396

Southern Rhodesia: independence: unilateral declaration  S/PV.1400, 1428

Swaziland: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1450

*Speeches by representatives*
   Mishra, B.C.  S/PV.1387, 1417, 1437, 1441
   Parthasarathi, G.  S/PV.1392, 1396, 1398, 1400, 1402, 1411, 1414, 1428, 1429, 1433, 1450, 1454, 1458, 1460
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INDONESIA
South West Africa question  S/PV.1393

*Speeches by representatives*
Abdulgani, H.R.  S/PV.1393

IRAQ
Middle East situation  S/PV.1402, 1405, 1407, 1411, 1434, 1436, 1440

*Speeches by representatives*
Pachachi, A.  S/PV.1402, 1405, 1407, 1411, 1434, 1436, 1440

ISRAEL
Middle East situation  S/PV.1401, 1404, 1407, 1409-1412, 1416-1418, 1420-1424, 1426, 1434-1440, 1446, 1447, 1449, 1451-1454, 1457, 1460-1462

*Speeches by representatives*
Rosenne, S.  S/PV.1460
Tekoah, Y.  S/PV.1401, 1404-1407, 1409-1412, 1416-1418, 1420-1424, 1426, 1434-1440, 1446, 1447, 1449, 1451-1454, 1456, 1457, 1461, 1462

JAMAICA
Southern Rhodesia: independence: unilateral declaration  S/PV.1400

*Speeches by representatives*
Johnson, K.  S/PV.1400

JERUSALEM: MAYOR OF (El-Khateeb)

Middle East situation  S/PV.1421

JORDAN
Middle East situation  S/PV.1401, 1404, 1406, 1407, 1409, 1410, 1412, 1416-1418, 1420, 1421, 1423, 1424, 1426, 1434, 1436-1440, 1453

*Speeches by representatives*
El-Farra, M.H.  S/PV.1401, 1404, 1406, 1407, 1409, 1410, 1412, 1416-1418, 1420, 1421, 1423, 1424, 1426, 1434, 1436-1440, 1453

LEBANON
Middle East situation  S/PV.1460-1462

*Speeches by representatives*
Boutros, F.  S/PV.1461, 1462
Ghorra, E.A.  S/PV.1460

MOROCCO
Middle East situation  S/PV.1403, 1405, 1407

*Speeches by representatives*
Benhima, A.T.  S/PV.1402, 1405, 1407

NIGERIA
South West Africa question  S/PV.1387, 1395

*Speeches by representatives*
Clark, B.A.  S/PV.1387, 1395

PAKISTAN
Cyprus situation  S/PV.1398, 1432
Czechoslovak situation  S/PV.1441, 1443, 1445
Equatorial Guinea: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1461
Kennedy, Robert F. (United States): tribute to  S/PV.146
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Shahi, A.  S/PV.1387, 1391, 1395, 1398, 1402, 1407, 1408, 1410, 1414, 1417, 1421-1426, 1428, 1432, 1433, 1435, 1440, 1445, 1458, 1461
Yunus, M.  S/PV.1441, 1443, 1450-1454

PARAGUAY
Cyprus situation  S/PV.1398
Czechoslovak situation  S/PV.1441, 1442, 1445
Equatorial Guinea: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1461
Kennedy, Robert F. (United States): tribute to  S/PV.1462
Mauritius: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1414
Middle East situation  S/PV.1403, 1407, 1411, 1417, 1426, 1437, 1440, 1452, 1454, 1461, 1462
Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States  S/PV.1431
South West Africa question  S/PV.1387, 1392
Southern Rhodesia: independence: unilateral declaration  S/PV.1408, 1428
Swaziland: United Nations, admission to  S/PV.1450

*Speeches by representatives*
Jara Recalde, V.M.  S/PV.1450, 1452, 1454
Solano López, M.  S/PV.1387, 1392, 1398, 1403, 1407, 1408, 1411, 1414, 1417, 1426, 1428, 1429, 1431, 1437, 1440-1442, 1445, 1458, 1461, 1462

POLAND
Czechoslovak situation  S/PV.1443

*Speeches by representatives*
Kasprzyk, L.  S/PV.1443
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SAUDI ARABIA

Lie, Trygve (Norway): tribute to S/PV.1461
Middle East situation S/PV.1406, 1407, 1412, 1436, 1438, 1456, 1457, 1461, 1462

Speeches by representatives
Baroody, J.M. S/PV.1406, 1407, 1412, 1436, 1438, 1456, 1457, 1461, 1462

SECRETARY-GENERAL (Thant)

Cyprus situation S/PV.1459
Lie, Trygve (Norway): tribute to S/PV.1461
Middle East situation S/PV.1419, 1448, 1449, 1454

SECURITY COUNCIL: PRESIDENT (Araujo Castro, Brazil)

Czechoslovak situation S/PV.1442-1445

SECURITY COUNCIL: PRESIDENT (Goldberg, United States)

Kennedy, Robert F. (United States): tribute to S/PV.1429
Southern Rhodesia: independence: unilateral declaration S/PV.1428

SECURITY COUNCIL: PRESIDENT (Ignatieff, Canada)

Middle East situation S/PV.1448, 1451, 1452
Swaziland: United Nations, admission to S/PV.1450

SECURITY COUNCIL: PRESIDENT (Lord Caradon, United Kingdom)

Haiti situation S/PV.1427
Middle East situation S/PV.1419-1421

SECURITY COUNCIL: PRESIDENT (Makonnen, Ethiopia)

Lie, Trygve (Norway): tribute to S/PV.1461

SENEGAL

Czechoslovak situation S/PV.1443
Equatorial Guinea: United Nations, admission to S/PV.1458
Kennedy, Robert F. (United States): tribute to S/PV.1429
Mauritius: United Nations, admission to S/PV.1414
Middle East situation S/PV.1424, 1436, 1440, 1451, 1453, 1454, 1460, 1462
Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States S/PV.1431
South West Africa question S/PV.1387, 1391
Southern Rhodesia: independence: unilateral declaration S/PV.1408, 1428
Swaziland: United Nations, admission to S/PV.1450

Speeches by representatives
Boy, I. S/PV.1414, 1424, 1428, 1429, 1431, 1436, 1440, 1443, 1450, 1451, 1453, 1454, 1458
Ciss, A. S/PV.1391
Diop, O.S. S/PV.1387, 1408
Salam M'Bengue S/PV.1460, 1462

SYRIA

Middle East situation S/PV.1404, 1405, 1411, 1436, 1440

Speeches by representatives
Toméh, G.J. S/PV.1404, 1405, 1411, 1436, 1440

TURKEY

Cyprus situation S/PV.1398, 1459
South West Africa question S/PV.1393

Speeches by representatives
Eralp, O. S/PV.1393, 1398, 1459

UNDER-SECRETARY-GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL AND SECURITY COUNCIL AFFAIRS (Kutakov)

Cyprus situation S/PV.1459
Czechoslovak situation S/PV.1442-1445
Middle East situation S/PV.1445

UNDER-SECRETARY-GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL AND SECURITY COUNCIL AFFAIRS (Nestorenko)

Cyprus situation S/PV.1398, 1459
Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States S/PV.1433
South West Africa question S/PV.1397

UNDER-SECRETARY-GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL AND SECURITY COUNCIL AFFAIRS: DEPUTY (Vellodi)

Middle East situation S/PV.1440

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS

Cyprus situation S/PV.1398, 1432, 1459
Czechoslovak situation S/PV.1441-1445
Equatorial Guinea: United Nations, admission to S/PV.1458
Haiti situation S/PV.1427
Kennedy, Robert F. (United States): tribute to S/PV.1429
Korea (DPR): seizure of USS Pueblo S/PV.1388, 1389
Mauritius: United Nations, admission to S/PV.1414
Middle East situation S/PV.1402, 1405, 1407, 1409, 1417, 1418, 1421, 1422, 1424, 1426, 1434, 1439, 1440, 1447-1449, 1451, 1452, 1454, 1456, 1457, 1460-1462
Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States S/PV.1430, 1433
South West Africa question S/PV.1387, 1391, 1395, 1397
Southern Rhodesia: independence: unilateral declaration S/PV.1400, 1428
Swaziland: United Nations, admission to S/PV.1450
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UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS (continued)

Speeches by representatives
Kuznetsov, N.A. S/PV.1430, 1433
Malik, Y.A. S/PV.1398, 1400, 1402, 1405, 1407, 1409, 1414, 1417, 1418, 1421, 1422, 1424-1429, 1432, 1434, 1439, 1440-1445, 1447-1452, 1454, 1456-1458, 1460-1462
Mendelevich, L.I. S/PV.1459
Morozov, P.D. S/PV.1387-1389, 1391, 1395, 1397

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC

Middle East situation S/PV.1403, 1411, 1435, 1446-1449, 1451, 1452, 1454, 1456, 1457
South West Africa question S/PV.1392

Speeches by representatives
El Kony, M.A. S/PV.1392, 1403, 1411, 1446-1449, 1451, 1452, 1454, 1456, 1457
Hilmy, A. S/PV.1435

UNITED KINGDOM

Cyprus situation S/PV.1398
Czechoslovak situation S/PV.1441-1445
Equatorial Guinea: United Nations, admission to S/PV.1458
Haiti situation S/PV.1427
Kennedy, Robert F. (United States): tribute to S/PV.1429
Korea (DPR): seizure of USS Pueblo S/PV.1388, 1389
Lie, Trygve (Norway): tribute to S/PV.1462
Mauritius: United Nations: admission to S/PV.1414
Middle East situation S/PV.1402, 1403, 1405, 1407, 1409, 1417, 1418, 1424, 1426, 1434, 1440, 1447, 1451, 1452, 1454, 1456, 1460-1462
Nuclear aggression: assistance to non-nuclear-weapon States S/PV.1430, 1433
South West Africa question S/PV.1387, 1391, 1395, 1397
Southern Rhodesia: independence: unilateral declaration S/PV.1400, 1428
Swaziland: United Nations, admission to S/PV.1450

Speeches by representatives
Ball, G.W. S/PV.1434, 1440-1445, 1447, 1450, 1451
Buffum, W.B. S/PV.1387, 1398, 1400, 1417, 1418, 1452, 1454
Goldberg, A.J. S/PV.1388, 1389, 1391, 1395, 1397, 1402, 1403, 1405, 1407, 1409, 1424, 1426-1430, 1433
Pederson, R.F. S/PV.1414
Wiggins, J.R. S/PV.1456, 1458, 1460-1462

YUGOSLAVIA

Czechoslovak situation S/PV.1444
South West Africa question S/PV.1393

Speeches by representatives
Jazic, Z. S/PV.1393
Uratusa, A. S/PV.1444

ZAMBIA

South West Africa question S/PV.1393
Southern Rhodesia: independence: unilateral declaration S/PV.1408

Speeches by representatives
Kamanga S/PV.1408
Manda, I.R.B. S/PV.1393
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